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• Presidential campaign
Brown says his record shows what he can do
By Michael Reagan
Staff Writer
The audience was ready to lis-
ten to the former California gover-
nor and Democratic candidate for
president speak, but it took some
time before Jerry Brown made his
unexpected entrance in the Damn
Yankee Saturday night.
Brown, who was delayed an
hour because of a busy schedule
and the weather, surprised the ca-
pacity crowd by coming through
the back entrance of the Yankee
and walking to the stage through
the audience.
Once on the stage Brown
picked up a microphone which he
thought was connected to a piiblic
adress system, only to discover it
was a microphone for a reporter's
tape recorder.
"There's nothing there," he
joked, "it's like the debates; empty
and meaningless."
After a few more jokes he
began to adress a number of issues,
saying "I can be an advocate for
people who don't know how the
system works."
"More and more I see a lot of
despair and hopelessness, people
can't buy homes, they don't have
health insurance, they don't know
where their jobs are coming from
and America's a very rich place,"
he said.
Brown talked about the prob-
lems he saw in America and point-
ed to his achievements as governor
of California, like creating renew-
able energy resources, to show what
he would do as president.
He said the creation of the Cal-
ifornia Conservation Corps, which
provided jobs for young Califor-
nians working on environmental
projects was an example of how he
battled unemployment.
Brown also cited the 2.2 mil-
lion jobs which were created dur-
ing his terms as governor as a way
for voters to judge his record.
"A lot of people who are run-
ning for president tell you what
they are going to do but they never
tell you what they did do," he said.
Sce BROWN on page 16
Frank Giannini glides along one of the freshly covered trails
in the woods surrounding the university. (Kiesow photo.)
Former governor of California and Democratic presidential candidate, Jerry Brown, speaks to
an audience in the Damn Yankee Saturday night. (Kiesow photo.)
• OCB elections
Smeriglio, Maycomber want new
direction for Off-Campus Board
By Beverly A. Gabe
Staff Writer
Chris Smeriglio and Ethan May-
comber are the only candidates for
president and vice-president of The
Off-Campus Board, a group repre-
senting more than 8,000 off-cam-
pus students.
—there was so much apathy, no
one cared what went on," Maycomb-
er said of the previous OCB situation.
Recently, Kurt Meletsky stepped
down as president of OCB and Dave
Carlson, editor o f Huberis, assumed
temporary leadership.
'The only thing that was going on
at OCB was people were writing
checks. Dave isn't just stepping in and
making all the decisions. He's consult-
ing a lot of people. I think Dave was
getting a bum rap," Maycomber said.
If elected on Tuesday, Smeri-
glio and Maycomber said they will
attempt to steer the group in a new
direction.
"We want to get it (OCB) on a
new track to serve off-campus stu-
dents," Smeriglio said.
At the last (KT meeting, Smer-
iglio expressed a need for better
community relations between uni-
versity students and residents of the
surrounding area.
"I'll be attending town council
meetings," she said. "Nancy Orr
(Orono town manager) knows who
I am, I've worked with her before
through Student Government. We
want to build from there and make
the Campus Community Relations
Committee that they have actually
do something besides all sit around
and glare at each other and com-
plain about Bumstock."
"There is no reason why there
can't be a little bit more harmony
there," Maycomber said.
Smeriglio, a senior history ma-
jor, has been an off-campus senator
in the General Student Senate for
two years. She has been active on
many committees such as student
affairs, academic affairs, Bangor
campus and the committee to inves-
tigate CIA recruiting on campus.
Maycomber is a junior journal-
ism major from Brunswick and dee-
jays a reggae show on WMEB on
Thursdays.
With $6,000 left out of a $30,000
budget, money is at the top of the
agenda.
"Our biggest problem is getting
money for the future. Off-campus
students represent more than two-
thirds of all students. As far as allot-
ments, ROC (Residents On ('am-
pus) is getting a bigger slice of the
cake than OCB. I'm just annoyed
that there's so many more off-cam-
pus students and no money for
them," Maycomber said.
He sited problems off-campus stu-
dents have getting hockey tickets. With
so many places for on-campus stu-
dents to get them, he said off-campus
students are left out in the cold.
Tenant and landlord relations
also a concern for Smeriglio. OCB
will be working with Orono Repre-
sentative John O'Dea to pass legis-
lature making it impossible for land-
lords to ask for 6 months rent in
advance. Many area landlords re-
quire rent to be paid in 6 month
increments, making it difficult for
tenants to have any leverage in dis-
putes with landlords.
Scheduling events for the Ram's
Horn and Bumstock are also prior-
ities for S merigl io and Maycomber.
"I've seen a lot of decisions being
madebyavery small groupwhodoesn't
really consult with anyone else. We
want a kit of input for Bumstock from
a diverse group. I'm excited to see a lot
of arative people showing up for meet -
ings," Maycornber said.
With all the changes in OCB this
semester, Smeriglio and Maycomb-
er say they have a full agenda for the
future.
"Last semester was a major set-
back. We have to keep involvement
up. We also have to keep it moving
ahead and growing the way it is
now," Maycomber said.
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WorldBriefs
• Protest against military-backed government kills nine
• Police seek control over coverage of coup attempt
• Rainstorms lash Bangladesh leaving 45 missing
• Government protest
Fundamentalists, security forces
clash in several sites, killing nine
1 ALGIERS, Algeria (AP) — Muslim fundamentalists and security forces battledin the streets of,several Algerian cities Saturday, and authorities arrested a leadingfundamentalist cleric in the capital.
Witnesses said fundamentalists protesting a nearly month-long crackdown by themilitary-backed government erected barricades of tires, cement and stone and set fires inseveral neighborhoods of the capital. Police and troops responded with tear gas and bullets.State-run radio on Saturday reported nine killed and 45 injured, some seriously, inclashes that pitted police backed by troops against thousands of protesters, some hurlingrocks and firebombs.
Meanwhile, a previously unknown Muslim group calling itself the Faithful to theSermon, on Saturday proclaimed a holy war.
Authorities late Friday arrested Abdelkader Moghni, imam of the El Sunna mosque inBab el-Oued, a fundamentalist stronghold.
The Salvation Front said another of its leaders, Achour Rebihi, also had been arrested,and that it was searching for a third leader, Abderezak Radjem, who could not be found.
• Rainstorm
Storm kills 3, leaves
thousands homeless
3
 
DHAKA. Bangladesh (AP) — Rainstorms lashed
northern Bangladesh, leaving three people dead, atleast 45 missing and thousands homeless, police and
newspapers reported Saturday.
Three people in the towns of Kushtia and Gazipur werekilled Friday night when their houses collapsed. a police
spokesman said.
At least 45 fishermen were missing after their boats sank in
rough weather in the River Padma near the town of Manikganj,25 miles northwest of Dhaka, the independent Sangbad news-paper reported. A police official in Manikganj confirmed that
some boats sank, but said there were no reports of casualties.
The storm destroyed at least 7,000 mud-and-thatch huts,leaving more than 30,000 people homeless in four towns.
• Nationalist rally
Thousands march in
funeral of activist
4 JERUSALEM (AP) — About 4,000 Palestinianmourners, shaking fists and chanting "stniggle, strug-gle," marched Saturday behind the open coffin of anArab activist whose death has raised allegations of police torture.
The funeral of Mustafa Akawi, 35, also turned into a
nationalist rally. His body was draped in an outlawedPalestinian flag and mourners waved flags and shouted.
"Homeland, homeland."
Hundreds of Israeli riot police, some on horseback, linedthe procession route from Akawi's home to the Al AqsaMosque, one of Islam's holiest shrines, several blocks away.There were no clashes reported.
• Haiti
US returns 200 more
Haitian refugees
5
 
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (AP) — The United
States sent 200 more Haitian refugees back to theirhomeland Saturday, but officials at a U.S. refugee
camp said more boat people were arriving than were returned.
At Port-au-Prince's oil-caked municipal wharf, lined with
rusty freighters, 200 Haitians filed passively down the gang-plank of the U.S. Coast Guard cutter Seneca and into the hands
of Red Cross volunteers and Haitian immigration police.
The latest Haitians brought to 1,089 the number of boatpeople returned since a U.S. Supreme Court decision on Jan.31 cleared the way for their repatriation.
• Media control
Newspapers, magazines raided;
retired general arrested
CARACAS, Venezuela (AP) — Police seeking to control media coverage of2 last week's coup attempt confiscated magazines Saturday and demanded a leadingnewspaper refuse an anti-government advertisement. ,
The raids came a day after authorities arrested a retired army general who led a groupcriticizing President Carlos Andres Perez and previous civilian governments.Perez escaped from government headquarters during the coup attempt Tuesday, whichclaimed about 80 lives. Soldiers who led the coup sought higher pay and blamed thegovernment for the nation's inflation and unemployment. More than 1,100 troops andofficers have been taken into custody.
Police allowed Saturday's edition of the El Nacional newspaper to circulate only aftermaking sure paid political announcements criticizing the government did not appear, saidArgenis Martinez, the newspaper's national editor.
Editors of El Nacional were told the daily would run "into serious risks" if it ranstatements by Causa R. a leftist political party, which blamed the coup on a "longstandingsocial, economic and moral crisis resulting from the abuse of power."
WorldDigest
ji 'Airs\
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• Natural disasters
Three fishermen drown
off Lebanon as death
toll rises in Turkey
6 BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — The fierce weatherlashing the Middle East took more lives as 15 peopledied in an avalanche in Turkey and three fishermendrowned when gale-force winds swept them into the sea off
northern Lebanon, officials and reports said Saturday.
A Lebanese police spokesman said the three fishermen
were "swallowed by the water" off the northern port ofTripoli on Friday.
In Turkey, the latest in a deadly series of avalanches over
several days killed 15 people in a village Saturday, theAnatolia news agency said.
Twelve residents of the stricken village, Cigilca, wereinjured by the snowslide.
Saturday's disaster brought the death toll to 214 from
snowslides in a week.
Turkey has been experiencing its harshest winter in 20years and at least 2,000 villages have been cut off with many
roads blocked by snow.
Heavy snowstorms left more than 2,000 villages cut off
and blocked roads in Turkey's eastern, southeastern andBlack Sea regions.
• US relations
Vietnamese scholars
to be offered
Fulbright Awards for
first time since war
7
 
BANGKOK, Thailand (AP) — For the firsttime since the Vietnam War ended in 1975, Viet-
namese scholars are being offered FulbrightAwards for study in the United States, a publication onIndochinese affairs reported.
As the Cambodian peace process evolves, the UnitedStates has eased some restrictions on Vietnam, includingprivate hid and scholarships, and is holding talks withHanoi on normalization of diplomatic relations.Fifteen scholarships are available this year and an-other 15 next year, the Indochina Digest newslettersaid. Preference will be given to those studying eco-nomics and commercial law.
The newsletter is published by the Indochina Project,a U.S.-Indochina reconciliation program of the VietnamVeterans of America Foundation.
The privately funded Fulbright awards are given tostudents and professors to promote scholarly exchangesbetween the United States and other countries.
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• Professor profile
Hayes says he's never been comfortable with majority viewBy Randy Robinson
Volunteer Writer
Dr. Kenneth Hayes is a professor and
chair of the Political Science department at
the University of Maine. As a former Ma-
rine, teacher and politician, Hayes' careers
have involved serving others.
Hayes grew up poor, but was exposed to
politics by working with a local carpenter
who was also a town selectman. After grad-
uating from high school, he entered the
Marine Corps.
Hayes felt powerless in the service be-
cause his superiors made all his decisions
for him. He decided he needed an education.
In 1956, Hayes left the Marines to enroll
at UMaine. He graduated in 1960 and re-
turned five years later to teach. Soon he was
forcing students to think for themselves.
"I've never been comfortable with the
majority view," he said.
Hayes is a faculty senator, chairs the Peer
Committee and the Employee Assistance
Council, is on the Curriculum Revision and
Review Committee and is involved with the
Honors Program, among other activities.
Professor Ken Palmer, who has worked
with Hayes, said Hayes is flexible and can
work well with people who have different
opinions.
Palmer said Hayes is also concerned
with issues such as political ethics and fund-
ing for education.
Professor and foreign policy specialist
Dr. Timothy Cole said Hayes "treats me
with respect both personally and profes-
sionally. He is a pleasure to work with."
Student viewpoints are also mostly pos-
itive. Ken Johnson, a student of Hayes' last
semester, said he was very impressed with
Hayes' ability to answer questions and lead
• 
• •
discussions.
Kris Cookson, who took Hayes' Execu-
tive Leadership in America course, said
Hayes was tolerant of opinions differing
from his own. He was disappointed with
Hayes' infrequent use of the texts in that
class, but graded him "a solid A-minus."
Hayes' teaching accomplislunents are com-
plemented by his practical political experi-
ence. He started out as a Veazie selectman in
1968, and was a state senator from 1982-1984.
Hayes was named "Legislator of the
Year" in 1983.
In 1988, he ran for Congress as a Demo-
crat against Olympia Snowe. He lost, but
considers it a "highlight" because of what he
gained in practical political experience.
Hayes, who serves on the executive com-
mittee of the New England Political Science
Association, said his political experiences
have made him a better political scientist.
•
Ken Hayes, chair of the PoliticalSci
ence dept., sits in his office in North
Stevens. (Sampson photo.)
• National Condom Week
Students encouraged to slip one on during Condom WeekBy Kristy Marriner
Staff Writer
Health educators encourage students to
practice safe sex 52 weeks a year. To publi-
cize this goal, Feb.10-14 is National Con-
dom Week.
Every year the University of Maine cele-
brates with activities, information and free
condoms. The purpose is to make people more
aware of condoms and encourage safer sex.
"It's nice to have this week to bring the
issues to the forefront and to have a time to
focus on condom use," said Dr. Sandra Caron,
assistant professor of family relationships.
UMaine Peer Educators and SHARE
will have tables in the Memorial Union with
free information on condoms and other sex-
related issues. The tables will be there today
through Friday, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
"We'll be having a table in the Union
with information about AIDS, safer sex,
talking to your partner, sexually transmitted
diseases, etc.," said Peer Educator Sherri
Cousins. "The whole purpose is to get peo-
ple more comfortable with the condom."
Free condoms in a "matchbook" will be
available, as well as safer sex packets and a
brochure by Peer Educators called the "Saf- ered to anyone the sender chooses. Theer Sex Menu." proceeds will go to Peer Educators.The Menu discusses issues such as talk- "It's a chance to send an educationaling to your partner, tips for safer sex and message and a Valentine's message togeth-condom use. It also reminds people the er," Caron said.
safest sex is abstinence. Films about condoms and other sex re-
Free condoms in a "matchbook" will
be available, as well as safer sex
packets and a brochure by Peer
Educators called the "Safer Sex
Menu."
"However, we know that abstinence is
not a viable option to many people," Cous-
ins said. "But we want them to know how to
protect themselves."
Condom-grams will also be available at
the table through Thursday. For SI, a con-
dom with a message attached will be deliv-
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lated issues will be shown at the table. There
will also be jars with condoms and other
things like candy and condom key chains.
Students can guess how many condoms are
in the jar to win it.
To celebrate National Condom Week,
the "Not Ready For Bedtime Players" The-
ater Troupe will give its first performances.
The UMaine students will be presenting
skits looking at HIV, STDs and other issues.
They will be performing Monday and
Wednesday nights at 7 p.m. in the Damn
Yankee.
The final day of National Condom Week
is Valentine's Day, 'Love Carefully Day' at
UMaine. Special events are planned to cel-
ebrate this day.
There will be displays in the Union by
Cutler Women's Health, the Eastern Maine
AIDS Network, Mabel Wadsworth Wom-
en's Health Center, Bangor STD Clinic,
SHARE and the Peer Educator Program.
In addition, "Have Condom Sense"
buttons, condoms and information will be
available.
Cousins said condoms and other sex-
related issues are sometimes controversial,
but said she believes National Condom Week
is an important part of making people more
aware and more comfortable with condoms.
"Some people are offended by the blatant
display and discussion of condoms," Cousins
said. "However, HIV is such a deadly dis-
ease, we'd be doing our students a great
injustice if we didn't discuss condoms."
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• Alternative education
UMaine students learn lessons, gain experience at seaBy Sean P. Campbell
Volunteer Writer
Captain Stubing, Julie and Gopher don't
greet passengers as they board and Isaac
isn't mixing margaritas on the Acapulco
Lounge.
The Love Boat this isn't.
But what is lost in amenities aboard the
SS Westward and SS Universe is gained in
knowledge. According to Jennifer Magson,
21, and Marjorie Rogers, 27, these floating
classrooms provide invaluable lessons.
Magson and Rogers are both students at
the University of Maine and of the seven
seas.
"We were completely at sea. No land for
five weeks," said Magson, who traveled the
North Atlantic and Caribbean Sea aboard
Sea Education Association. 's (SEA) 125 foot
steel schooner, the SS Wetsward.
Magson, a recent alumnus of SEA' s "Sea
Semester Program," joined 24 other stu-dents last fall at its campus in Woods Hole,
Mass. They studied oceanography, nautical
sciences and other courses before heading
onto open water.
"Ongoing 24-hour-a-day research
projects are an important part," Magson
said.
While aboard ship she researched diver-
sity among animal-like organisms of the
sea. She is currently pursuing a double-
major in wildlife biology and forestry at
UMaine.
Her cruise ended with stops at several
Caribbean Islands including Grenada, Mar-
tinique and St. Thomas.
Rogers sailed for three months with 500
students and 200 crew members aboard the
SS Universe, a freighter converted into a
passenger ship.
Her journey took her from Vancouver to
the Orient and several African nations. Thisitinerary differed from the original, which
had to be changed as the US readied for war
with Iraq.
"We'd wake up in the morning and see
American fighter ships on their way to the
(Persian) Gulf," Rogers said.
Rogers studied a "broad" selection of
classes that included speakers from the coun-
tries that she visited.
She said traveling provided a lasting
education.
"Something from my experience comes
up every day in my life," Rogers said.
Both Magson and Rogers learned to deal
with problems at sea.
"The roughest weather occurred in the
Atlantic," Magson said. "We wore four
weather gear a lot."
"We learned to cope with the fears of
fires and storms and falling overboard,"
Rogers said.
They agreed the most valuable lesson
was meeting new people.
"The most important part was the expo-
sure to new cultures. You realize it doesn't
matter what color or culture, everyone has
the same problems. It is a learning experi-
ence I'd highly suggest," Rogers said.
Students climb the rigging aboard aSea EducationAssociation ship.
For further information regarding these
programs contact SEA representative Jen-
nifer Magson at 581-4161 or the Study
Abroad Office for Semester At Sea.
• Meridian Mail system
Neville Hall is nerve center for Meridian Mail phone systemBy Deanna L. Partridge
Staff Writer
Among the winding corridors that make
up the telecommunications office, there is a
room with miles of wire, rows of metal cabi-
nets and walls of lights.
This room is the nerve- center for the Univer-
sity of Maine's Meridian Mail phone system.
Neville Hall houses the massive amount
of equipment required to operate the morethan 6,000 phones currently in use. The sys-tem has the capability to expand to 60,000phones, according to Gary Corbett, director
of telecommunications.
The operations room looks fairly plain, for
all it does. There is a wall with 14,500 pairs ofthin blue and white wires which are directly
connected to every phone.
The system operates on fiber optics ratherthan cables, so the main control box is slightlybigger than a large bread box.
The remaining rows of metal cabinetshold control cards to the phones. Each card
maintains 16 phones. The faculty and student
numbers are mixed in among these cards, so
if something were to happen to a card, no one
area or office would be without phones.
At the end each row is the machinery
which acts as an answering machine for all ofthe voice mailboxes. It is a box about five feethigh and two and a half feet wide. The answer-ing machine for faculty and staff is slightly
smaller, at only three feet high.
The voice mailboxes cannot be tapped or
accessed from outside sources. There is also
no master list of mailbox codes, so privacy is
almost guaranteed as long as users periodical-ly change their passwords.
"We have no way of knowing new pass-
words, and we wouldn't want to," said PeterGunn, a Nynex Meridian technical service
consultant for UMaine.
There are safeguards in the system againsthackers, according to Corbett.
"Anyone caught tampering with the sys-tem would be in big trouble," he said. 'The
rules and laws for outside phones also applyhere."
There are two computer terminals which
are used to monitor the system and changeindividual phone options.
Are you styled for success?Styles for Success is a hairstyling salon designed to cater to the University ofMaine student Having the most reasonable rates in the area and being within walkingdistance to campus makes Styles for Success the only choice for UMaine students
Styles
for Success
Appointments Strongly Recommended
866-7888
r-
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WE 
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• of equal or lesser value "three topping limit; one coupon per customer per order
An adjacent room stores the batteries for
the system, which are constantly recharging
themselves. In the event of a power failure,
the batteries would sustain the phones for up
to six hours.
The Meridian system has brought manyimprovements to campus. Among the most
obvious are the voice mail and menus, net-
working and the digital capabilities.
"The old phone system had no growthpotential. If you wanted a new phone put in,
sometimes we couldn't do it because there
wasn't the wiring," Corbett said.
('orben said the software-driven systemhas the capability to adjust to at least 15 years
of growth and changes.
"We're just starting to learn what we cando with it," he said.
Another benefit to installing the system isthat now buildings on campus are wired un-derground, making rooms cable-ready. Thelibrary computer system may also see net-
working capability changes. Corbett said tele-
communications is constantly looking for new
services to offer the university.
The system, contracted by Nynex Merid-
ian Systems and Northern Telecommunica-
tions from Waltham, Mass., had been in the
planning for two years. The Board of Trustees
authorized the system when a 1987 bond issue
was passed to provide half of the $7.2 million
total project cost. The remaining half has been
made up by Residential Life and the telecom-
munications office. Funding has been spread
out over a 10-year lease agreement.
Scott Anchors, director of Residential Life,fought for the addition of voice mail, accord-ing to Corbett, thus ResLife has helped fi-
nance the endeavor.
Jobs have not been added or lost because
of the move to Meridian phones. Previouslyheld positions have been altered to accommo-date changes, Corbett said.
There was some confusion when the sys-
tem went on-line in December for faculty andin January for students. The average number
of "trouble calls" has since dropped to under
30 a day. This is comparable with those
received on the old system.
—There are always bugs to be worked outin any system, especially when you're dealing
with computers," Corbett said.
LITTLEFIELD
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• MCA performance
Sax and &tuns break barriers at MCA Friday
The World Saxophone Quartet and Afri-
can Drums squeaked and squawked and occa-
sionally broke through with traditional jazz
Friday night at the Maine Center for the Arts.
The concert sparked screams and catcalls
from the audience, but
also prompted an exo-
dus of senior citizens
at intermission.
"This is not our
thing," said one retired
woman who did not
wish to be identified.
The program dif-
fered from some past
acts at MCA in that the
players invited audi-
ence participation dur-
The WSQ is a New Orleans-based group
that was heralded in the '80s by many critics,
including the New York Times ,which called
them "the most original and important group
to emerge since Mites Davis."
WSQ was voted Best Jazz Group in a 1987
Playboy Poll, Favorite Group as well as Fa-
vorite Album in The Village Voice Jazz Crit-
ic's Poll. They are cur-
rently touring to pro-
mote their latest al-
bum, Metamorpho-
sis, and will travel to
Australia in May.
"These guys are
obviously doing mod-
ern jazz," said Dr.
Dave Klocko, who
teaches History of
Jazz at University
College.
"What these guys are
doing is essentially
playing feelings."
Dr. Dave Klocko,
professor
ing the very first number.
The show opened with the three drum-
mers in colorful African garb, banging out
rytturuis with rising intensity and asking the
audience if they were "feeling good."
The audience screamed back they were
feeling good and continued clapping and
screaming sporadically until intermission.
Eventually, 4 saxists wandered on and off
stage playing, improvising , taking turns at
solos. The WSQ and African Drums had no
printed concert agenda.
Loosen up.
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He said WSQ could clearly play "every-
thing" but was "selecting" what they wanted.
He said he found the performance "soulful
and tense."
"What these guys are doing essentially is
playing feelings. And when you do that it comes
out in squeeks and squawks," Klock° said.
He said such playing style doesn't always
provide easy listening, but said he felt moved
anyway.
Assistant Professor of History Carol Toner
said she "enjoyed the concert tremendously."
Oliver Lake, a member of the World Saxophone Quartet, plays alto sax while
two other performers play African drums. (Boyd photo.)
Her son Will, a second grader at the Asa Adams
school in Orono, said the concert was "prat."
Non-traditional student Lisa Silverman
said she really liked the rythmn and beat
because it "keeps you going."
Though most senior citizens left the shdw
INTERNAM
EXPERIENC
halfway through, there were a few who stayed.
"I don't want to leave," said one woman
who had come with a friend who didn't want
to stay. "I'm a drummer at heart."
Rolf Olsen, interim co-director at MCA,
offered to take her home after the concert.
LI
Today's
PEACE CORPS
Has Something
for You. .
iba- - midi141116
AMERICANS hase a proud tradi-
tion of people helping people — a
tradition you can share in the United
• . 4 States Peace Corps. You'll live and
' work for two years in one of more
1 than 70 countries worldwide. And,
your work will pay you back. Con-
sider these competitive benefits....
• $5,400 “in the bank" after train-
ing and service
• housing & living expenses
• student loan deferment. partial
Perkins loan cancellation, and ac-
ademic credit programs
• transportation overseas & back,
vacation & travel, and medical
care
Peace Corps Activities at UMaine—Wednesday, February 12
Info Table, 10am - 4pm, Old Town Room, Memorial Union
Film Seminar, 4pm, Old Town Room I For more information, call the
[UM Peace Corps Office at 581-3209
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Natio' nalNews • Presidential candidates travel country looking for support• The Ulysses spacecraft heads toward sun to study its poles
• Presidential campaign
Democrats, Republicans pushing hard in New HampshireBy Jill Lawrence
Associated Press Writer
BEDFORD, N.H. (AP) — Former Vet-
erans Administration chief Max Cleland,
who lost three limbs in Vietnam, made an
emotional appeal Saturday on behalf of
Democratic hopeful Bob Kerrey while Pres-
ident Bush was collecting support from
Ronald Reagan.
Sen. Tom Harkin flew to Iowa to shore
up home state support in precinct caucuses
Monday while former Sen. Paul Tsongas
challenged Kerrey to be more specific about
how he would shrink the government's size.
Gov. Bill Clinton was home in Arkansas,
returning here Monday for the final week
before the Feb. 18 primary. Former Gov. Jerry
Brown of California campaigned in Maine,
calling for reform of the health care system.
Among Republicans, Patrick Buchanan
kept a stiff upper lip at a conservative dinner
as Bush supporters prepared to show Re-
agan's taped endorsement of the president.
Buchanan, once a Reagan staffer, has been
calling himself the only real conservative in
the race.
"Even the great conservatives cannot
sell George Bush as a conservative,"
Buchanan said. Bush senior adviser Charles
Black said the columnist and television com-
mentator has been "acting like a whiner.
Everybody knew Ronald Reagan would
endorse George Bush. What's the big deal?"
In Bedford, Cleland called on a town hall
rally to support Kerrey, saying the Nebraska
senator understood what it meant to "take up
arms for his country." He called Kerrey "a
young man who you don't have to teach that
lesson to. He learned that lesson a long,
long, long time ago."
Clinton spent several days last week
responding to reports he received a dratt
deferment by agreeing to join a reserve
officers training program — but backed out
of the commitment two months later.
He says he gave up the deferment and
made himself available for the draft. A lot-
tery system was instituted within weeks and
Clinton's number, 311, never was called up.
Cleland's comments offered a sharp con-
trast between Clinton with Kerrey, a Navy
SEAL who lost part of a leg in Vietnam and
won the Medal of Honor. But Cleland said
his remarks were meant to endorse Kerrey
and nothing more.
• NASA 4
Ulysses probe on the way to start studying the sunBy Lee Siegel
AP Science Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The Ulysses
spacecraft boomeranged past Jupiter on Sat-
urday, flying through intense radiation and
an orbiting ring of volcanic debris on its way
to study the sun.
"This is a historic moment for Ulysses...
We're ready to begin our primary mission to
explore the poles of the sun," said Ed Smith,
NASA's project scientist at the Jet Propul-
sion Laboratory.
Ulysses began its $750 million mission
Oct. 6, 1990, when it was launched from
space shuttle Discovery. The mission is ajoint project of the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration and the European
Space Agency.
The spacecraft made its closest approach
to Jupiter seconds before 4:01 a.m. PST,
flying about 235,000 miles over the plan-
et's cloud tops at a speed of 61,249 mph,
said deputy mission operations manager
Don Meyer.
II was the fifth spacecraft to visit the
solar system's largest planet. It also was the
first time Europe has sent a spacecraft to
another planet, Smith said.
During the close encounter, Ulysses was
located between the orbits of lo and Europa,
two of Jupiter's moons. The spacecraft was
416 million miles from Earth, but had tray-
eled a curving path of almost 624 million
miles to reach Jupiter.
"There was a lot of handshaking, a lot of
stniles, a lot of jubilation," said Willis Meeks,
NASA's Ulysses project manager.
Mission controllers also played the
theme music from the film "2001: A Space
Odyssey."
"They were having a lot of fun," Smith
said. "They pretended they were on 'Star
Trek' or something."
Don't let this happen to you...
( To determine the identity of graduate and
undergraduate students who registered for classesduring the November pre-registration period, butdid not return to campus for the s 'rig semesterand did not notify the University, the)following
actions are being taken:
...a notice to all students
• Colleges and the Graduate School will be receiving a listing of students who have paid nothing toward theirspring 1992 bill. If students on this list do not specifically identify themselves as being here, their registrationswill be cancelled.
• To avoid the inconvenience of having their course registrations cancelled, undergraduate students who havepaid nothing on their spring 1992 bill should check in with their colleges and graduate students shouldcontact the graduate school, by February 14th.
• Contact the Dean's office of your college or the Graduate School if you have any questions on this matter.
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• Religion
Rabbi starts mat
By Kim Halverson
Associated Press Writer
DENVER (AP) — Disturbed by the in-
creasing number of interfaith marriages, a
Denver rabbi has begun a matchmaking ser-
vice intended to help single Jews meet other
Jews looking for partners of their religious
persuasion.
Bruce Greenbaum, associate rabbi of Con-
gregation Emanuel temple, Denver's largest
synagogue, says he decided to start the Colo-
rado Jewish Social Network because he is
concerned that 60 percent of today's Jews
marry non
-Jews.
'There were so few programs for single
Jewish people in Colorado, and I was con-
stantly asked about programs which would
service for gentile-filled world
meet their needs and I wanted to let these
people know that the temple cared about
them," he says.
'Secondly,! had so many calls to officiate
interfaith marriages, and I personally made a
decision not to officiate them."
Greenbaum says it is important for cou-
ples to marry within their faith so they can
agree on how to raise their children and avoid
conflicts during religious holidays. "Religious
unity also gives a marriage a better chance to
be stronger." he says.
The Social Network, which is for Jews
only, was begun in the fall and already has 51
women and 50 men as members.
No couples have been engaged or married
yet, but more than 250 postcards have been
sent out since the Social Network started.
• Health care system
Democrats say chances for
their health care bill is good
By Steven Komarow
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Congression-
al Democrats say President Bush increased
the chances for a medical insurance bill this
year — their bill, not his.
"My goal is action this year," said Senate
Majority Leader George Mitchell. D-Maine.
"I am very much encouraged by the fact that
he (Bush) has offered a plan," even if it is
"woefully inadequate."
"We'll try to put a bill on the president's
desk," said House Majority Leader Rich-
ard Gephardt, D-Mo. "And if we can't
override the veto, we'll try to work some-
thing out."
The president, on a campaign swing
through Ohio on Thursday, announced what
he said was a comprehensive answer for tens
of millions of Americans who can't afford
health insurance.
The president proposed a government
subsidy of up to $3,750 per family to help
them buy health insurance. The maximum
would go to people below the poverty line,
and nothing would go to workers whose
companies already supply health benefits
amounting to more than that figure.
The proposal also contained several ini-
tiatives the president said would reform the
health care system. They include changes in
laws governing medical malpractice law-
suits, and other suggestions for streamlining
and cutting costs.
To defray the costs of his plan, estimated
at $100 million over the first five years, the
president suggested limiting the growth of
the two biggest existing government health
programs, Medicare, which serves the eld-
erly, and Medicaid, which serves the poor.
However, he stopped short of endorsing a
specific funding mechanism.
"We'll figure that out," Bush told re-
porters.
Rep. John Dingell, D-Mich., who as
chairman of the House Energy and Com-
merce Committee will have a major voice
in the debate, compared Bush's plan to a
witch's brew —"eye of newt and tongue of
frog ... but nothing noble and nothing new."
Despite the strong language, Democrats
and interest groups praised the president for
entering the fray, something he had not
planned to do until next year until polls
showed public demand for action.
Send Your
VALENTINE
Hugs n Kisses!
This Valentine's Day. Teddy Bear Express
will deliver a gift bag filled with a loveable
huggable Teddy Bear, Hersey Kisses, and a
Heart-Shaped Balloon, (PS We
carry GUND bears)
Prices start at 141.95
(delivery included)
TEDDY BEAR EXPRESS
46 Main Street, Orono
866-0414
VISA/MasterCard phone orders accepted
(Mention this ad and receive a 102 discount!)
The program's singles events have at-
tracted up to 300 people.
"There are a lot of singles out there,"
Greenbaum says, "but most synagogues con-
centrate on young children or the elderly or
families. Few have good singles programs."
Mindy, an environmental engineer who
belongs to tht. Social Network, says the pro-
gram helps bring together people who have a
strong Jewish identity.
Mindy, who asked that her last name not
be published, says the matchmaking service
helped her meet a man she has been dating for
several weeks now.
"I probably would not have met him had I
not been in the network," she says.
An aspiring member fills out a form listing
first name, interest, activities, religious iden-
tity (Reform, Orthodox or Conservative),
occupation, age, height, weight and the type
of person he or she wants to meet No last
names, addresses, or phone numbers are giv-
en, but applicants are given the option of
enclosing two photographs of themselves.
"I don't think it a good idea to judge a person
by their picture because I feel I would pass up
somebody nice without giving them a chance,"
Mindy says. "I like to talk to them over the phone
and get an idea of who they are."
Members range in age up to 70 years old,
from the never-married to the widowed and
divorced.
Some have been blunt about their desires.
One woman didn't want a man with a beard or
mustache. Otheis have sought a partner who is
"outdoorish," a non-smoker or a non-drinker.
• Silicone breast implants
.Women, plasm surgeons want
, 
an end to implant moratorium
By Pete Yost
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — A group of
breast cancer patients and plastic surgeons
sued the government Thursday, seeking to
reverse the Food and Drug Administration's
stand against silicone breast implants.
The Citizen's Coalition for Truth in Sci-
ence asked a federal court to declare the
FDA's "voluntary moratorium" on the im-
plants illegal.
The agency on Jan. 6 called on doctors to
stop using silicone gel breast implants until new
information on their safety can be assessed.
"Many thousands of women scheduled to
undergo" breast cancer surgery and silicone
implants "are going through extreme emo-
tional upheaval" because of the FDA's action,
Mary Follin told a news conference. She
recently had breast reconstruction surgery
following a bout with breast cancer.
The controversy has been stirred up by
"junk scientists," said Dr. Jack Fisher of
Vanderbilt University, who does breast re-
construction in cancer patients. "Charlatans
are exploiting these women's fears."
Fisher said one of the junk scientists is Dr.
Sidney Wolfe, who has urged a ban on the
implants.
"It seems like the people who brought this
suit might be junk lawyers," said Wolfe, director
of the health research group of Public Citizen, an
organization founded by Ralph Nader.
Wolfe said there is ample scientific evi-
dence of health problems with breast im-
plants, including data supplied by the im-
plants' marketer, Dow Corning Corp.
If silicone gel implants are permanently
withdrawn from the market, it will be "a major
tragedy for ... hundreds of thousands of wom-
en," said Dr. John Woods, vice chairman of the
Department of Surgery at the Mayo Clinic.
The suit accuses the FDA's Dr. David
Kessler of acting outside his authority in
taking the step Jan. 6. The coalition said a U.S.
District Court judge should declare that the
government violated the Food and Drug Act,
FDA regulations, the Administrative Proce-
dure Act and the Fifth Amendment's due
process clause.
It said an FDA advisory panel on the matter
was biased, that a senior adviser to Kessler had
a conflict of interest and that scientific data
supporting the safety of silicone implants was
withheld from the review panel.
Fishing
for
some
answers?
If you are applying for a 1992 Student Orientation Leader position, we
encourage you to attend one of the following information sessions:
• Monday, February 10, 5-6 p.m., Sutton Lounge, Union
• Tuesday, February 11,3-4 p.m., Sutton lounge, Union
• Wednesday, February 12, 6-7 p.m., N. Lown Room, Union
We'll explain the selection process, give you an overview of orientation atUMaine, and answer any questions about the Student Orientation Leaderposition or the program as a whole. We hope to see you there!
IMPInseir GRAYS
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Wori dNews • Deaths total 27 in Northern Ireland violence this year• Palestinian leader thanks France for support
• Religious violence
Northern Ireland violence continues
By Robert Barr
Associated Press Writer
LONDON (AP) — When the outlawed
Irish Republican Army set off a bomb with-in earshot of the British prime minister's
residence last month, its declared intention
was to put Northern Ireland on the political
agenda.
Last week a suicidal police officer and
two cold-blooded killers got the job done,by killing eight people in Belfast.
Prime Minister John Major invited lead-
ers of four Northern Ireland parties to meet
with him Tuesday to discuss security in a
province frightened by 27 killings this year
— 12 of them last week.
All the parties agreed to come, but they
expressed little hope about stopping the
violence, which pits Roman Catholics against
Protestants in a struggle over whether North-
ern Ireland should remain with Britain or be
united with the Irish Republic.
Sammy Wilson, spokesman for the Rev.
Ian Paisley's Democratic Unionist Party, a
Protestant group, said the meeting would
"not make one bit of difference."
The leaders of the four parties engaged
in tentative but short-lived peace talks last
summer. Each outrage since then has been
followed by demands for the leaders to sit
down together and get serious.
"Do you really believe that if the pol-
iticians of Northern Ireland at this mo-
ment were sitting at a table, the awful
atrocities that we have witnessed in the
past few days would not have taken place?"
Paisley said Thursday, his broad Ulster
accent booming out over hecklers in the
House of Commons.
John Hume, the normally soft-spoken
leader of the Social Democratic and Labor
Party, the largest Catholic party, vented his
annoyance with preachers who demand ac-
tion from politicians.
"My appeal to the church leaders is, talk
to the paramilitary leaders, the sinners in
your camp. Talk to them!" Hume said. "And
get them to stop."
Last week's terror was largely the work
of pro-British "loyalist" gunmen. The Ul-
ster Freedom Fighters, claiming responsi-
bility for slaughtering five Catholics on
Wednesday, said it was avenging the IRA's
murder Jan. 17 of eight Protestant work-
ers.
Such killings have become numbingly
familiar after 22 years of "troubles."
However, there had been nothing quite
like the attack Tuesday at the press center of
RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS
START YOUR CLIMB
TO CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER.Apply now for six weeks of Army ROTCleadership training. With pay, without
obligation.
You'll develop the discipline,
confidence, and decisiveness it takes to
succeed in any career. And you'll qualifyto earn Army officer credentials whileyou're completing your college studies.
Claw&
ARMY ROTC
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
Contact Captain Joe Burns,
at 581-1125, or stop by room 114(in the rear of the fieldhouse)
2-year scholarships are available!
Sinn Fein, the legal political party that sup-
ports the IRA.
A police officer, who had been arrested
the night before while drunkenly firing shots
over a fellow officer's grave, was admitted
after identifying himself as a journalist. He
opened up with a shotgun and killed three
men, then was found dead hours later, a
shotgun lying nearby.
Major's meeting with the political lead-
ers comes at a volatile moment, with his
government facing election within months,
if not weeks. Should the Conservatives fall
short of a majority, unionists could provide
the votes to form a government.
Major has given no hint of yielding to
unionist demands to scrap the Anglo-Irish
Agreement of 1985, in which Britain and
Ireland agreed to consult on Northern Ire-
land's affairs.
The IRA wants to end British rule of
Northern Ireland and unite it with Ireland.
Protestants oppose this.
Ireland also is in the throes of change,
with a new prime minister taking office
Tuesday. Former Finance Minister Albert
Reynolds, who will replace Prime Minis-
ter Charles Haughey, said last week he
would spare no effort to bring peace to the
north.
• Middle East
Palestinian leader
blames Israel for
two-day detention
By Sydney Rubin
Associated Press Writer
PARIS (AP) — Palestinian leader George
Habash thanked his French supporters by
radio broadcast Saturday, speaking in a strong
voice that conflicted with reports he had been
too ill to answer questions about terrorism
during his recent detention in France.
In a phone call to the Paris-based Arabic
service of Radio Monte Carlo, the radical
guerrilla leader denounced his two-day de-
tention as orchestrated by Israel's supporters,
saying it was linked to "hateful parties that
cooperate with the Zionist enemy."
Habash is the leader of the Popular Front
for the Liberation of Palestine, the second-
largest faction within the Palestine Liberation
Organization. His group opposes the Middle
East peace talks, and he pledged Saturday to
continue his work until Palestinians have
attained all their national rights.
Habash arrived in Paris on Jan. 29 for
treatment for a reported stroke. His presence
set off a political furor in France and abroad,
and led to the ouster of five senior govern-
ment officials.
Only three more days until...
A Truly Memorable
Ear-Shattering Dose
of Quality (and Local)
Rock-n-Roll Talent!
The kind that
typically plays.
rs
8:30pm - 12:30am
Free Admission
Sponson.d by SFA (of tittulptit Gnertiment
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• Snow in Iraq
Harsh weather blocking relief effort for Kurds in IraqBy Mary Beth Sheridan
Associated Press Writer
ABOARD A U.S. ARMY HELICOP-
TER OVER IRAQ (AP) — The harshest
winter in 20 years is blocking delivery of
relief supplies to thousands of Iraq's Kurds
already suffering from an economic blockade
imposed by Saddam Hussein.
-They're getting snow up to their damn
roofs," said Col. Dick Naab, commander of
the Western military coalition office in north-
ern Iraq.
He spoke to a reporter Saturday in an
Army UH-60 helicopter that dropped blan-
kets and food parcels on villages barely peek-
ing out from mountains of snow.
Since early January. U.S. helicopters have
delivered more than 90 tons of flour, rice,
cooking oil and other supplies to snowbound
Kurdish villages in northern Iraq. Much of the
aid was contributed by relief organizations
unable to transport it on the buried roads.
'They (Kurds) are in the same part of the
world where they're having avalanches," Naab
said, referring to a recent disaster in nearby
l'urkey that claimed about 200 lives
'The difference is here they have no means
to report it."
A reporter glimpsed a few homes that
appeared to have been virtually buried by the
snow. Kurdish and coalition officials could
only confirm one death because of exposure
but said there could be many more.
Between the snow and a 4-month-old
Iraqi government blockade, Naab said:
"You've got people on the brink."
From the air. ouch of northern Iraq is a sea
of white, puncture, I by spindly tree branches and
half-buried telephone poles in a conununica-
tion.s system dial t las long since failed to work.
At Qonabasi. village of half a dozen stone
houses engulfed bi snow, anxious residents
and children ran outside and waved wildly as
the helicopter approached. A U.S. soldiertossed
out blankets, cans of cooking oil and sacks of
rice, which sank into the soft snow.
Residents of other villages watched in
disappointment from rooftops when the air-
craft passed them by.
The intense snowstorms of recent weeks
are the latest misfortune for the long-suffering
Iraqi Kurds.
Many of those liardest hit had only rebuilt
their homes last fall, after returning from the
Turkish and Iranian borders with the help of a
U.S.-led allied force. Their dramatic flight
last yeas, following their failed uprising after
the Gulf War, had caught the attention of the
world.
But, while the Kurds won control of a strip
of northern Iraq, Saddam has been applying
increasing economic pressure in recent
months. Government supplies of gasoline,
heating oil and subsidized rice and flour have
been slashed. Civil servants in the Kurdish
area have not been paid for more than three
months.
• Russian econony
Russian VP says state of emergency should be declaredBy Bryan Brumley
Associated Press Writer
MOSCOW (AP) — Russian Vice Pres-
ident Alexander Rutskoi, raising the stakes
in his opposition to Boris Yeltsin's free-
market policies, said Saturday that an eco-
nomic state of emergency should be de-
clared to prevent anarchy.
Rutskoi spoke to a Moscow crowd on the
eve of rival demonstrations called by sup-
porters and opponents of Yeltsin. The Rus-
sian president is widely blamed for soaring
prices and worsening shortages of food and
other consumer goods.
The stocky, mustachioed Rutskoi stopped
short of criticizing Yeltsin by name, but he
lashed out at the president's economic policy.
"Its result can be only one thing: the
economic genocide of the Russian people,"
he told a standing-room-only crowd of near-
ly 3,000 at the downtown Rossiya Cinema
House.
Rutskoi said "the majority of our fail-
ures in reforming the economy is connect-
ed with the overall power crisis ... and
anarchy."
"There is a solution — to declare an
economic emergency," said Rutskoi, an
Afghan war hero who was chosen by Yeltsin
last year as a vice presidential running mate
to pick up support among the military and
Communist Party members.
People across the political spectrum have
criticized Yeltsin for introducing reforms
piecemeal and for allowing prices on con-
sumer goods to rise by an average of 350
percent since Jan. 2.
In the political turmoil since the collapse
of the Soviet Union in December, Rutskoi
has emerged as Yeltsin's chief critic. Yelt-
sin has stripped him of many official duties
and isolated him from power.
But Rutskoi was popularly elected, and
he retains his vice-presidential office and a
small staff. Now he is seeking support from
a kaleidoscope of political groups, ranging
from fiercely anti-Communist nationalists
to disgruntled former Communists.
He spoke on the eve of a demonstration
planned near the Kremlin by activists who
oppose Yeltsin's efforts to introduce a mar-
ket economy. The number of people attend-
ing the demonstration, and a rival rally by
Yeltsin supporters, is being watched as a
measure of Yeltsin's popularity.
VOTE TOMORROW
Brent Littlefield
for President
•Vice-President Went Govt. [2 Sem.]
-Eliminated a h Cutler Health Fee
-Created the Maine Day Service Board
-Started the Community Unificati
Comnlittee
-Went on state-wide TV to oppo
budget cuts
-Stopped the dismissal of Greek
chapters without prior notificatio of
Student Government
•Student Senator [4 Semesters on Ca usl
-Pushed fomore campus lightin
-Endorsed dlord/tenant bill
•Legislative air [2 Se
-lobbied Fede inancial aid
-Pushed Augusta anti-budget cut lobby
'Executive Budgetary Committee [4 Sem.]
'Fair Election Practices Commission [2 Sem.]
• Piogram and Budget Review Task Fortr [5 Sem.]
•Student Alumni Association [2 Sem.]
"A year ago I ran against
Brent, now I'm
supporting Littlefield/
Dostie"
-CJ. Cote
"Brent and Diane have
the experience to deal
with students problems
today"
-Mike Chiledona
-Senator
"Brent is approachable
on student concerns"
-Paul Capriotti
Diane Dostie
for Vice-President
dent Senator [4 Semesters]
-Represented Aroostook HAT and
Off Campus
pposed the cut 01 ,wimming
ogram
tested the re
herd
onsore
S. par
-Pu for dent represtntation
on and firing committees
Academic Chair [2 sem.1
-Invol tudents for the irst time
in pla ng the Academic enda
-Changing the worditigIn
faculty evaluations
-Established standards to improve
class syllabi
'Executive Budgetary Committee [2 Sem.]
'Delegate to UM Conference on Education
I of the campus
esolut ion to support
Leadership That Works For You
On-Campus students vote in Dining Commons, Off-Campus in the Union
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Col legeNews • Percentage of foreign students coming to US increases• Legal battle begun over photos removed from display
• Foreign enrollment
Foreign students coming to US colleges in large numbersBy Karen Neustadt
(CPS)
Last year more than 400,000 foreign
students, many convinced by college re-
cruiters that an American education is a
prized commodity, enrolled at U.S. colleg-
es and universities.
With a nationwide gain of 5.3 percent in
foreign students, U.S. education officials pre-
dict the half-million mark for enrollment isn't
far away, and some say the number could
double or triple in the next decade.
While some colleges aggressively recruit
foreign students to add cultural diversity to
their campuses, others are interested n boost-
ing enrollment in a sagging economy.
"I would say there has been an explosive
growth (in foreign students) in the past 10
years, and it hasn't leveled off," said Paul
Crippen, of J. Paul Crippen Associates of
Philadelphia, a consultant to a number of
colleges and universities.
"I think the reason is because the Asian
countries rely heavily on us for training in
engineering and technology," said Crippen,
who predicts that the number of foreign stu-
dents on campuses will triple within a decade.
Despite its intense growth, the foreign
student market is still a fraction of the 14
million total U.S. college population.
In 1991.65.7 percent of foreign students
enrolled in public schools and 34.3 in private
schools, according to the Institute of Interna-
tional Education. In the overall college stu-
dent population, 80.3 percent of the students
are enrolled in public schools, and 19.7 per-
cent in private institutions.
The reasons for the heavy recruiting, which
began in the '80s and is still going strong, are
varied: a declining pool for traditional 18-
year-old students, the desire of U.S. colleges
to teach a global perspective and the fact that
most foreign students pay full tuition rates.
Many colleges reserve all financial aid for
their American students, insisting that foreign
students or their governments pay full tuition.
Even Christian colleges, which traditionally
waived tuition for students from other coun-
tries, are having to drop the practice because
of the economy.
As early as 1974, a handful of colleges
participated in overseas "college fairs." Now
one recruiter estimates "hundreds" of U.S.
colleges and universities are represented
abroad.
Today, professional overseas tours com-
prised of recruiting officers from as many as
15-20 colleges and universities - usually to the
to leave their island because of the lack of
schools there, said Kelly.
Kelly said that organized recruiting abroad
has been a successful practice for "about a
dozen years" and, with the exception of the
Ivy League schools, individual colleges will
join a tour to save money, rather than sending
one recruiter alone.
"Tours are fairly expensive - about three
weeks for $7,000 to $10,000. Because of the
economic crunch, some schools have stopped
sending people," said Kelly, who notes that
recruiters can see at least 200 students in one
day at some of the Hong Kong fairs.
Some do not agree with this approach.
In the overall college student population, 80.3
percent of the students are enrolled in public
schools, and 19.7 percent in private
institutions.
Far East - are not uncommon. (Asians make
up 56 percent of the foreign students in U.S.
schools.)
For example, Consultants for Educational
Resources and Research, a Washington, D.C.
firm, led admissions officials from 15 colleg-
es and universities last fall on a swing through
Japan, Korea, Indonesia, Singapore, Thai-
land, Hong Kong and Taipei.
"Not only do we attend the large college
fairs in the Orient, we are the only group that
goes to the Caribbean islands also," said Pat
Kelly, vice president of CERR. Kelly notes
that Asian students can usually pay for their
tuition. while Caribbean students cannot.
If a Caribbean student desires a higher
education, he or she has no choice other than
Crippen, a veteran of many trips abroad, is
critical of what he calls "imposing college
fairs on the Far East."
"You just can't go over there and set up a
table with your wares. You need know how to
work the Ear East. You need to know how to
understand Asian mentality."
Crippen emphasizes personal contacts,
introducing college officials to educational
attaches at the embassies of Malaysia, Singa-
pore, Thailand and Indonesia. When recruit-
ing officers leave for month-long recruiting
trips, Crippen makes certain they have ap-
pointments with government officials, head-
masters and counselors in those nations.
Recruiters also learn basics of Asian pro-
tocol from Crippen, who teaches them cour-
tesies such as not drinking tea when it is
served (a sign that the meeting is over).
"Idon't think you'll see many state schools
on those tours," said Joseph Allen, dean of
admissions at the University of California at
Santa Cruz who notes that his school does not
suffer from dwindling enrollment and that
taxpayers would not be happy supporting
foreign tours.
UCSC does have, however, an exchange
program with several foreign universities and
accepts many full-tuition foreign students
every year.
According to officials, Chinese and Japa-
nese students generally study the physical
sciences, while Europeans, whose first choice
until recently was to obtain an engineering
degree, now covet an American MBA.
"Most people come for the language. It
will help them advance in their careers," said
Marian Phi Zikopoulos, director of research
at the Institute of International Education.
"The Japanese come as exchange stu-
dents, or come to colleges that have been
taken over by the Japanese. They are here
because of the greater demand for higher
education than (Japan) has to offer," she said
"The Chinese come for advanced educa-
tion," Zikopoulos continued. While the num
ber of European students coming to the U.S
has increased by 7.8 percent since last year.
"East Europeans will not come in hordes
because of lack of money," she said.
U.S. colleges are particularly popular with
Iranian students.
At Clark University in Worcester, Mass..
the increase in first-year international students
has been remarkable. In I 9'90,47 (10percent of
the class) students came from overseas and that
figure rose to 115 (20 percent in 1991.
Overall, Clark's proportion of undergrad-
uate and graduate students from other coun-
tries has risen from 12 percent in 1990 (335
total) to 14 percent in 1991 (416).
Who's improving our faculty evaluations? urraEFIELDDOSTIE
Blab blah YIANNI'S, blah-de blab blab,
YIANNI'S blab, blah Wahl) blab bla-blah
blah? YIANNI'S blab, YIANNI'S bla-de
blab. Mall blah, Blah blab blab YIANNI'S
bla-di blab blahYIANNI'S!
Thursdays.. 25< Drafts
$1.50 Pitchers
Sundays
12 - 9 pm-
Thursday
through
Sunday..
54-,K Drafts
Natural Light &
Old Milwaukee's Best
Famous Iced Tea
$2.80
Yiannii's Pizza - University Mall, Orono 
The Society of Woman
Engineers
invites all men and women involved inEngineering • Engineering Technology • Mathematics •
Physics • Computer Science
to the first meeting of this semester.
Wednesday, February 12th at 4 p.m.
Room 210 Boardman Hall
Elections • New meeting time • RefreshmentsFor more info, call Michelle Skoorka-Chalmers at 866-3425.
New members and new ideas are welcomed.
00=-7: 
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• First Ammendment
Removal of 'intense' photo
sparks debate in Alaska
By Janet Singleton
(CPS)
The removal of a photograph from a
public exhibit because it was "too intense"
has triggered a months-long battle between
a University of Alaska student and an An-
chorage library.
Last summer, after a devastating break-
up with a girlfriend, Jonathan Green created
a photographic self-portrait to express his
pain. In it, he was naked and kneeling on the
ground. His chest was colored to look as if it
had been surgically opened, and he was
clutching a pig's heart in front of it.
Green, a sophomore and president of the
university's camera club, called the picture
"Heart Torn Out." He entered it in the Uni-
versity of Alaska's sixth annual art show.
Along with over 50 other entries, the photo
was scheduled to be placed on display last
July at Anchorage's Loussac Library.
But, librarian Anne Oliphant decided it
should be eliminated from the exhibit be-
cause it was "too intense" and violent to be
seen by children.
The removal of the image, along with
three other photos, created a legal and
philosophical battle that remains unre-
solved. Shortly after the incident, Ameri-
can Civil Liberties Union attorneys con-
tacted Green and Ann Roush, creator of
the other three banned photos. The ACLU
told the students their rights had been
violated, Green said.
Initially, he and Roush had agreed with
Oliphant, Green said. After talking with
ACLU lawyers, he changed his mind. "I felt
like I had been robbed," he said.
"This is a much bigger issue than just my
photos," Roush said.
Two of her photos depicted frontal
male nudity. "But they were very shad-
owy," she said. The third, however, was
merely of a man sitting in a chair with his
face away from the camera. Only his bare
back and the top of his buttocks could be
seen, she said.
Roush and Green went to court, and a
judge ordered the library to extend the ex-
hibit several days so the pictures could be
displayed.
Although the exhibit is over, the students
and their lawyer Jeffrey Mayhook are still
fighting to make sure "this doesn't happen
to anyone else," Roush said.
They filed a complaint to get Loussac
Library to adhere to the American Library
Association's (ALA) Bill of Rights, she
said. The association's guidelines discour-
age censorship, and since Loussac is a mem-
ber of the organization, the library should
adhere to ALA's rules, Roush said.
Loussac is run by the municipality of
Anchorage, and city attorney Dennis Laza-
rus said the students have no case. "They
alleged that we violated a policy, and we
didn't even have that policy," he said.
11
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Florida student accused of
killing former girlfriend
PENSACOLA, Ha. (CPS)—An 18-
year-old University of West Florida stu-
dent has been accused of stabbing his
former girlfriend to death in a state park.
The body of Lauren Virginia Ramsey,
15, an honor student at Pensacola High
School, was found beaten and stabbed
Christmas Eve on a deserted stretch of the
Gulf Islands National Seashore.
Sean Patrick Esty, also a graduate of
Pensacola High School, was arrested in
mid-January at a restaurant where he
worked. A grand jury will determine
whether Esty should be indicted.
Two Notre Dame students
die in bus crash
SOUTH BEND, Ind. (CPS)—A blind-
ing snowstorm caused a chartered bus
carrying the University of Notre Dame's
women's swim team to overturn and crash,
killing two students and injuring 34.
The accident occurred just after mid-
night on Jan. 24 on the Indiana Toll Road
about a mile west of the South Bend exit.
The 32 swimmers, three coaches, student
manager and bus driver were returning
from a meet at Northwestern University.
According to Indiana State Police, the
bus hit a patch of snow on the highway that
caused it to lose control, roll into the
median and land on its roof.
Police identified the two dead students
as Megan Beeler, I 9, of Granger,Ind., and
Colleen Hipp, 19, of St. Louis. Both wom-
en were freshmen.
Twenty-two of the students injured
were treated and released at area hospitals.
One student was seriously injured, suffer-
ing a back injury that required surgery. A
university spokesman said the injury was
not life-threatening. The driver and the
coaches suffered only minor injuries.
The Roman Catholic school, which
has about 9,000 students, held a Mass in
memory of the students killed.
Arson causes loss of 100
paintings in art department
MANKATO, Ming. (CPS)—The latest
in a string of arson fires caused about
$120,000 damage to the art department build-
ing at Mankato State University, including
the loss of about 100 paintings by former
faculty, alumni and professional artists.
The Jan. 7 fire at Nelson Hall was the
13th set since last June.
Eight of the fires occurred in spaces
occupied by the College of Arts and Human-
ities. All of the fires were set at night, be-
tween 6 p.m. and 11 p.m_ and all of the fires
started with a pile of books or papers set
ablaze, investigators say. In some instances,
furniture and other items were set on fire.
Investigators say they aren't sure
whether one person or several copycat
arsonists are responsible.
Shortly after the most recent fire, the
MSU president's office issued an official
statement, urging anyone with informa-
tion about the arsons to come forward.
Student Government, ROC, OCB Elections
TOMORROW
Vote!
You Can
 
Make A Difference.
(Eligible voters include A activity fee-paying students.)
Where to vote:
Off-Campus students (including University College) vote in Memorial Union from 9am to 6pm.
On-Campus students vote in the following places from llam to lpm or from 4:30pm to 6:30pm:
Slodder yo_th Hilltop Stewart Hancock
Stodder York Androscoggin HartKnox
Colvin York Village DTAV Cumberland Hancock
Ballentine Aroostook Oxford Gannett
Estabrook Kennebec Somerset
Penobscot
Absentee ballots are available in the
Student Government office, third floor, Memorial Union, from 9am - 6pm.
Questions? Contact Barbara Homer at 581-1775.
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• Student elections
Experience and action,
but so what?
'This campaign is not about promises, it's not a campaignwhere you want to hear ideas...We'll take any issue and tell youwhat we've done on that issue, rather than give you an idea ofwhat we'd like to do on that issue." Sound familiar? Those areBrent Littlefield's words. Brent Littlefield - Student Govern-ment presidential hopeful, current vice president, former sena-tor and chair of the Legislative Liaison committee, AthleticAdvisory Board member, Student Administrative AppealsBoard member, blah, blah , blah....
Just wqat exactly is Littlefield's campaign about? It certain-ly isn't about issues, much less new ideas, and it isn't about whathe plans to do or wants to accomplish as president of StudentGovernment.
His campaign is about experience: "Experience with actionmakes a difference." Granted, Littlefield has considerableexperience. He has been involved with Student Government inone form or another for almost three years; and granted, he hasbeen very active while in office. After hearing of the proposed$10 fee at Cutler Health Center, he sprang into action, met withthe proper people, and convinced them that the fee would act asa deterrent for students seeking health care. As a result, the feewas scrapped. This is an example of one of Littlefield's cru-sades; there have been many others.
But all of this crusading has taken Littlefield away from hismain duty: to run the General Student Senate, which was hisprimary responsibility as vice president.
While he was in charge of GSS, most of the nine standingcommittees accomplished next to nothing; last semester,approximately six out of the nine either had no report or justannounced their next meeting every week.
Littlefield himself has inadvertently admitted to the com-mittees' stagnation. In support of his running mate DianeDostie, he said that she and her committee (Academic Affairs)were the only ones to submit a report every week.
Every committee is supposed to submit a report everyweek; one committee has fulfilled that requirement—is thatsomething to be proud of? It shows that Dostie has been keepingup, but it also shows that no one else has.
Two people are responsible for this inactivity; the presidentof GSS and the committee's chair. Between the two, commu-nication and the delegation of authority is crucial, it has beennon-existent for months.
• Morale is another problem. It has gone steadily downhill;the weekly meetings which used to last three to four hours arenow barely two hours long. Brevity isn't necessarily bad; itcould be a symbol of effectiveness and cooperation. But in thiscase, it isn't. GSS used to be a forum for an open exchange ofideas—not any longer.
The situation has gotten so pathetic that the CommunityUnification, formerly known as Racial Understanding, com-mittee chair refused to deliver a report last week. "I'm notdelivering a report right now because nobody ever listens orcares anyway," Don Clark said.
If elected, Littlefield would fill the president's seat; GSSwould be Dostie's responsibility. Could she do a better job?Probably. But should we take the chance? Should we allow anineffective vice president the chance to become an ineffectivepresident?
There are only two choices in this year's Student Govern-
ment elections. Vote for Bill Reed and Jim Tracey, becauseLittlefield, despite his experience and actions, is the wrong
choice. (KAD)
C FARKIMMI '1E
QUAYLEF.,,
PfiESIDENT
VVI-1 IC H POSTER 15 FUNNIER.
Rediscover your childhood
Nothing compares to the rush
of sliding into the unknown.
This feeling can be duplicated
in all kinds of ways: the uncertain-
ty of a new relationship, driving on
slippery roads, net going to class
for extended periods of time and
doing things you know you really
shouldn't be doing.
This is the same rush achieved
on the Essex Street Hill with the
help of some snow and a flying
'suicide saucer.'
I'm sure there's a large portion
of you reading this and rolling your
eyes. Yes. I am immature some-
times and I do enjoy things that
people my age shouldn't be in-
dulging in. This affinity for child-
hood games is a lot less harmful
than some things I could be doing.
There's another portion of the
UMaine community silently
cheering, because if they haven't
been sliding lately they would
have liked to.
Back to The Hill. Some of you
may have noticed it hulking off to
the side of the interstate near exit
48. Until you have actually sat on
a small disk of plastic and felt
yourself waiting to disappear down
into the unknown you have no idea
how monstrous it actually is.
From the crouched position nec-
essary to stay on the sled it's im-
possible to see the bottom of the
hill until you've actually begun to
slip forward, and then it's too late.
Your heart begins to race as the
adrenaline surges through your
veins. The ground seems to rush up
to meet you as the loose powder
blows steadily across your face
and covers your lap. The trees rush
by as the saucer begins to spin.
Suddenly you can see and the next
instant you're looking back up the
hill at the waiting sliders.
The saucer slows unexpectedly
Carl
Clay
as you plow into a previously un-
explored region of snow bank and
then you burst through in a white
cloud of powder and re enter the
well broken trail.
The sled slows again, and just
when you think it's all over, you
hit another smaller incline and
there's a diminutive rush and fi-
nally it's over as you crash near the
stand of bushes.
And then it's time to trudge all
the way back up, dodging hurtling
sleds and screaming passengers.
The snow that blew all over xour
face on the way down is melting
and running down into your turtle-
neck and sweatshirt, and freezing
on your eyelashes. Oh well. It's allin the name of fun.
Now that everyone's memorieshave been refreshed on the basics
of sliding, it's time to discuss cre-
ativity.
There are the traditional sui-
cide saucer aficionados and thebasic orange plastic three person
sleders. The next class of sliders
are the tobogganers.
The other night there was agroup of people who crammed sev-
en people on a toboggan and flew
about halfway down the hill, andthen they began to turn sideways
and rolled over on top of one an-
other. Another valiant effortquashed.
The less affluent among us get
really creative. One group of peo-ple had a blue heavy duty tarpaulinthat they folded to make a home-
made toboggan. This worked well,but the person on the end usually
gets dumped because the flexibil-
ity of the tarp lets it writhe like a
snake during the journey down.
Others use garbage bags or slide
on their stomachs. A friend of mine
offered to give 'Frosty' rides. Like
the animated character, he was go-
ing US let people ride on his back
while he slid down on his stomach.
Was is the key word. He tried it
once and handed in his resigna-
tion. Apparently there's a reason
snowmen don't have ribs.
If you go sliding in a big enough
group you can practice a variety of
techniques to enhance the ride.
One option is to all sit on your
sleds and then lock arms and legs
so you slide down en masse. This
is fine until there's a spill and some-
one doesn't let go of your body
part. Another friend told me a story
about a girl who broke her neck
during one of these attempts.
Some brave, or foolhardy, peo-
ple have built a jump that sticks out
at a sharp angle and sends themjettisoning out into space. Not my
cup of tea, but to each his own.
We've finally perfected the two-
-people-on-a-saucer ride. The only
drawback here is that one person
has to be really flexible so that they
can wrap their legs around the oth-
er person's knees.
Some people who haven't had
Sandy Caron's class may feel a
little uncomfortable going down(so to speak) with another person
of the same sex.
Sliding is a great way to redis-
cover your childhood. It's cheap,if not free, it allows you to get lots
of exercise and fresh air and it
erases the daily stress of life. You
don't have to drink if you don't
want to, but you can if you so
desire. Take some time out and
see if you can recapture your
youth.
7Z.Az •
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• Abortion
Group has no racist agenda
To the editor:
As a woman and a nurse 1 was
deeply offended by the twisted
words of Terence J. Hughes in his
2/4/92 letter. Margaret Sanger
worked as a public health nurse on
New York City's Lower East Side
in 1912. At that time, because of
the Comstock Act of 1873, infor-
mation about contraception was
classified as obscene. Daily in her
work. Sanger encountered women
who wanted to know about birth
control methods. In her autobiog-
raphy. Sanger described women's
efforts to learn how to prevent preg-
nancy. She wrote: "...women im-
plored me to reveal the 'secret'
rich people had, offering to pay me
extra to tell them; many really be-
lieved I was holding back informa-
tion for money. They asked every-
body and tried everything, but noth-
ing did them any good. On Satur-
day nights! have seen groups from
50 to 100 with their shawls over
their heads waiting outside the of-
fice of a five-dollar abortionist."
(Margaret Sanger: An Autobiog-
raphy, New York: Norton, 1938,
pp. 88-89). Sanger decided to learn
about birth control and to dissem-
inate this information after one of
her clients died following an abor-
tion. When she opened the first
birth control clinic in 1916, a mul-
tilingual flyer advertised the ser-
vices. It read: "Mothers! Can you
afford to have a large family? Do
you want more children? If not,
why do you have them? DO NOT
KILL, DO NOTTAKE LIFE, BUT
PREVENT. Safe Harmless Infor-
mation can be obtained of trained
Nurses at 46 Amboy Street near
Pitkin Ave. — Brooklyn. Tell Your
Friends and Neighbors. All Moth-
ers Welcome. A registration fee of
10 cents entitles any mother to this
information" (Kalisch and Kalisch,
The Advance of American Nurs-
• Student elections
Littlefield outspoken
To the editor.
As a former senator for Aroos-
took I have had the pleasure of
seeing up close, how each of the
candidates work and act in the sen-
ate meetings. In my opinion, Brent
Littlefield has consistently shown
that he is willing to fight faculty,
administration and the state to keep
the students from getting a raw
deal.
Brent has been outspoken
against the budget cuts and will not
roll over and die in the fight to keep
up the quality of education here at
UMaine. Brent and Diane have
maintained that the best way to
keep tuition down and quality up,
is to fight the budget cuts and not
find places to cut a few hundred
bucks here and there. Accepting
the cuts is a defeatist mentality and
we, as students, cannot accept de-
feat in the fight for affordable,
high quality education. VOTE LIT-
TLEFIELD/DOSTIE ON TUES-
DAY.
Shawn Magaw
Former Senator
Aroostook Hall
• Student elections
Students need leaders
To the editor_
Students are facing hard times
with the budget cuts looming
overhead. It is during these hard
times that the students need ef-
fective leadership to help them
survive.
This leadership that I speak of
can only be provided by the Brent
Littlefield/Diane Dostie ticket.
Brent has worked long and hard
to help students cope through the
budget crisis and has always done
everything that he could to help
students.
Diane has had an effective
impact in senate, trying to im-
prove education and improving
student involvement with plan-
ning the calendar with the admin-
istration. They continue to show
the students of this campus ev-
ery day that students come first.
The Bill Reed/Jim Tracey
ticket cannot offer this guar-
antee. An effective leader should
be an active senator, not aforrner
one, and being a senator for one
semester doesn't qualify for the
second highest student voice on
this campus.
There is little experience and
fewer qualification with the
Reecaracey ticket.
Brent and Diane are great
campus leaders and have proved
it by their records. I urge you to
vote for Littlefield/Dostie on Feb.
II for their quality leadership
and commitment.
K Waterman
Orono
ing, Boston: Little, Brown and
Company, 1978). These examples
illustrate Sanger's desire to pre-
vent unwanted pregnancy.
1 agree that we have much work
yet to do to rid society of racism
and classism. I disagree that
Planned Parenthood has a "racist
and classist agenda." Since I do
not have access to Pivot of Civi-
lization (Sanger, 1922) cited by
Hughes, I cannot comment on all
of his points. However, I believe
that he has pulled Sanger's Words
out of their historical context and
has demonstrated ignorance of
what it is like to live in poverty. I
understand that Hughes is op-
posed to abortion. His attack on
Planned Parenthood suggests that
he also opposes access to birth
control information for poor
women.
Muffy Eastman
Bangor
Editorial
policy
Letters to the edi-
tor of The Maine
Campus should be no
longer than 250
words and must con-
tain a full name, ad-
dress and phone. Let-
ters not meeting these
requirements may not
be printed.
The Maine Cam-
pus reserves the right
to edit all submis-
sions for length, taste
and libel.
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• Student elections
Littlefield/Dostie are
experienced leadership
To the editor:
Last year at this time 1 was
running a campaign against Brent
Littlefield. He won and became
vice President of the Student Gov-
ernment. Since then I have spent
one year working as Executive
Assistant to the President of Stu-
dent Government.
I have been no less than amazed
at the high quality and efficiency
of Brent's work. He has shown
strong skills in leadership and com-
munication. As an undergraduate
student, I appreciate the amount of
dedication, concern, and time that
Brent Littlefield has given to the
University of Maine.
I have been involved with Stu-
dent Government for over three
years. Brent is the only student
leader who has made a focused
commitment to the needs of the
student body.
I first recognized Diane Dostie
when she was debating an issue in
the General Student Senate.! found
her very approachable, sincere, and
caring.
I later requested that she be-
come my Vice Chair of the Aca-
demic Affairs committee of the
GSS and this year she is the Chair.
Her strong leadership and desire to
communicate with her constipi-
ents has made her a key member of
the GSS.
She's the only Vice Presiden-
tial candidate who is experienced
enough to run the Senate meetings.
This is an important point because
it is the Senate that allocates your
activity fee monies.
If you are concerned about the
budget cuts, the qualik of your
education, the quality'ot-suident
life, and having an experienced
voice in student leadership, then
the choice is clear, VOTE FOR
ISITLEFIELD/DOSTIE on Tues-
day.
C.J. Cote
• Student elections
Littlefield/Dostie bring action
To the editor:
With the budget cuts this insti-
tution has endured and the ones
that are to be anticipated we have a
serious problem. This is not to dis-
clude the many other problems that
need attention such as maintaining
our credit union and improving
present facilities such as the Bear's
Den. However, no issue weighs as
heavy as the cold, harsh reality that
will result if budget cuts continue.
For this reason it is imperative that
Brent Littlefield be elected Presi-
dent and Diane Dostie Vice Presi-
dent of Student Government.
Brent has made it clear budget
cut reduction is his number one
priority. These are only words and
you the student may be a little
skeptical because actions do speak
louder than words. But this is just
what the Littlefield/Dostie ticket
boasts. ACTION!
Last summer Brent Littlefield
was responsible for lobbying the
Governor and legislators which
resulted in saving 10 million dol-
lars for the University. If it had not
been for Brent Littlefield's dire
concern and unending dedication
you and I would have had to pay
even more than we have already
been forced to. Brent also went on
state wide TV to halt budget cuts
and increase education awareness.
Like Brent, Diane has been in-
volved in numerous activities on
campus. She was responsible for
implementing a system in which
there was direct student input in
the academic calendar, a first in
UMaine history. Fellow students.
It is time for us to unite and fight
these budget cuts. Our first step in
the election of Brent Littlefield
and Diane Dostie for student gov-
ernment leadership.
Paul Capriotti
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Carl Paul
* * *
For Monday February 10
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: Born
under a lucky star, you like living close to the
edge and are willing to take chances. Imagina-
tive and creative, you like working with your
mind rather than with your hands, and do well
in fields such as law, teaching, and any form
of communication. Expressing your individ-
uality is vital; you are never content to be just
another face in the crowd.
ARIES (March 20 — April 19): Some-
times it isn't what you know, but who you
know. A colleague who is devoid of skill
happens to have some powerful and resource-
ful connections.
TAURUS (April 20—May 20): A struggling
associate turns to you for advice. Do what you
can for them, short of lending money, but don't
get dragged into their pmblems.
GEMINI (May 21 — June 20): A col-
league's poor timing is taken to its extreme
when they raise a dubious question at a
crucial juncture of delicate negotiations. Keep
your cool.
CANCER (June 21 —July 22): Some op
portunities only come around once and you
must be prepared to pounce at a moments
notice. Top management is accessible now,
so get your point across.
LEO (July 23 — Aug. 22): The rumor-mill
at work is busily grinding out more drivel,
causing an aura of distrust to shroud the
office. Ignore the gossip and rely on your ownjudgement.
VIRGO (Aug. 23— Sept 22): A friend's
feeble attempts at humor mask efforts to hide
their pain. Listen and respond to their tone,
rather than their words. Try to lift their spirits.
LIBRA (Sept 23 —Oct. 23): A tendency to
overextend yourself in order to placate others
can land you in hot water. The need to maintainfiscal stability is more important than gifts.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 — Nov. 21): What seems
to be a golden opportunity could be nothing of
the sort. Be sure to verify all information before
you act upon it. There are no sure things.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22— Dec. 21): Se-
renity descends upon your home, creating the
perfect atmosphere for a romantic interlude
with your loved one. Don't forget an impor-
tant date.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 — Jan. 19): The
tangle that has become your love life begins to
sort itself out. The astral perspective brings
renewed affection and exciting ideas for ex-
pressing feelings.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 — Feb. 18): The
concerns of daily life provide you with adeeper understanding of inner feelings. Thisinsight allows you to offer the support that aloved one needs.
PISCES (Feb. 19 — March 19): A simple
misunderstanding, left unattended, could be-
come a major bone of contention. Nip this in
the bud by addressing the situation. Commu-
nication is the key.
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Your Daily
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Horoscope EntertainmentPages
BY Cad Paul
* 
*
* *
For Tuesday February 11
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: Pa-
tience is a virtue you possess in full, and
your ability to work and wait for what you
really desire makes success inevitable and
sweet. You are inclined to neglect your
health, however, and this can make recovery
from illness or injury much more difficult
than need be. Try to be more disciplined in
your health habits.
ARIES (March 20— April 19): A casual
flirtation can have disastrous results when it
jeopardizes the trust you share with your
lover. Playful diversions are not always as
harmless as they seem.
TAURUS (April 20 — May 20): This is one
of those situations when style plays a bigger
role than substance. Put your best foot for-
ward and move with confidence.
GEMINI (May 21 —June 20): A confron-
tation between friends catches you in the
middle. Picking one side over the other is a
mistake. Instead, since it's not too serious,
set differences aside.
CANCER (June 21 —July 22): A moun-
tain of information will do an associate no
good if they don't know how to use it. That's
where your good judgment will come in.
LEO (July 23 — Aug. 22): A startling
disclosure ends speculation and has you
reaching for the phone. Don't be hasty.
Review all of your options before making
any commitments.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 — Sept. 22): Try as you
will, an unsatisfactory professional situation
cannot be tolerated forever. If a compromise
isn't reached soon, investigate other options.
LIBRA (SepL 23 — Oct. 23): By keeping
your goals simple you can maintain the
focus needed to meet a tight deadline. Just as
you start to tire late in the day, energy puts
you over the top.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 — Nov. 21): Squelch
the urge to take on more than one project at
a time. Spreading yourself too thin results
in a loss of concentration.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 — Dec. 21):
Success is not guaranteed by the painstaking
manipulation of facts. Rely on your talent
and judgment to use available information
to your advantage.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 — Jan. 19): In-
stinctual behavior, augmented by lucky stars,
bodes well for continued progress towards
personal goals. Trust yourself and use com-
mon sense.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 — Feb. 18): Just
when your enthusiasm and focus begin to
wane, someone enters your life lending sta-
bility and inspiration. Benefits come from
an expanding social circle.
PISCES (Feb. 19 — March 19): A friend
plays you for a fool for his own amusement
by concocting a needless errand to be run.
Don't give more power to this person than
they have earned
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Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-420-
5656 (754t each minute).
Corrections
To bring a correction to our at-
tention, contact the Editor at 581-
1271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and 12 p.m., or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.
* Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-I with a professional astrol-
oger about your personal concerns — love and compatibility,
work, money, career, relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a week, morning
through evening, at a cost of 82.99 per minute, which is billed to your telephone. The first
minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call today — 1-900-726-3036.
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Brown from page 1
As an example he said Arkansas, home
of fellow candidate Governor Bill Clinton,
is last in worker safety in the nation, while
California is first.
American health care should consist of
private doctors and private hospitals work-
ing through a government organization like
Canada's, he said.
Brown said "the medical-industrial com-
plex" was a problem, making $800 billion
a year, yet was not covering 40 million
Americans.
He said health care can be done much
more cheaply, but there is too much greed.
The political process, he said, is part of
"the greed machine." The Democratic party
is part of it, protecting privilege, Brown said.
His campaign does not accept contribu-
tions of over $100 and does not take any
PAC money because Brown said he wants to
have a grassroots organization.
His campaign has a toll-free number so
people can learn more about him and be-
come active themselves, he said.
Brown asked if there was anyone in the
audience who had contributed $1,000 or
more to a political campaign and when no
hands were raised, he said "this is a gather-
ing of political ghosts."
"You don't count," he said, "your job is
to absorb the t. v. commercials."
The commercials for political candidates.
he said, are paid for by the 1 percent of
Americans whose income doubled in the
past ten years.
He also noted the pay raises members of
Congress have given themselves have put
them in the top 1 percent of Americans.
"Now you have 1 percent pay for the
campaign, you have 1 percent who are elect-
ed, and over a ten year period their income
goes up 100 precent and your job opportuni-
ties are diminished."
"That ain't a democracy," he said. "That
is a little narrow clique more akin to a
plutocracy or an oligarchy."
Who owns
the air?
• State Supreme Court
McKernan to name Supreme Court justice
By Francis X. Quinn
Associated Press Writer
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) — Gov. John
R. McKernan is on the verge of nominating
a successor to retiring Chief Justice Vincent
L. McKusick, and his focus is on Associate
Supreme Judicial Court Justice Daniel E.
Wathen, according to sources at the State
House and within the legal community.
Persons tamiliar with the governor's in-
tentions within and outside the administra-
tion in recent d.IN s called Wathen the likely
nominee, while ,i.iding that a final decision
may not have been made.
A McKernan :Ilinouncement could come
this week.
Wathen, reached at his Augusta home
Saturday, put off the question.
"I really can't comment on anything," he
said.
But. echoing Republican sources who
spoke on condition of anonymity, the Dem-
ocratic House chairman of the Legislature's
Judiciary Committee said he believed Wa-
then was the favorite.
Rep. Patrick E. Paradis, D-Augusta, said
administration officials do not consult with
him or the committee's Senate chairman,
Democrat N. Paul Gauvreau of Lewiston, in
advance of judicial nominations but that he
understood "the inside word was Justice
Wathen."
Among other candidates believed to have
been considered for the post are Portland
lawyers Howard Dana and Ralph Lancaster.
Two other possibilities were eliminated
when D. Brock Hornby and Morton A. Bro-
dy, both appointed to the law court by McK-
ernan, were named to the federal bench.
Democratic and Republican sources said
Wathen's candidaby had prompted expres-
sions of concern from one McKernan legis-
lative ally, Assistant House Minority Lead-
er Francis C. Marsano.
Marsano, a Belfast lawyer. was said to
spoken of philosophical differences with
Wathen, and his reservations may have ex-
tended the governor's deliberations, the
sources said.
There was no answer at midday Saturday
at Marsano's business office and he did not
immediately return a telephone message left
at his home seeking comment.
McKernan spokesman Willis Lyford said
Saturday he would not comment.
Wathen was appointed to the Superior
Court bench in 1977 by Gov. James B.
Longley and elevated to the supreme court
by Gov. Joseph E. Brennan in 1981.
Renominated to the law court by McKer-
nan, Wathen received a unanimous endorse-
ment from the Judiciary Committee and was
again confirmed by the Senate.
Paradis said he expected Wathen would
be well received by the panel as a nominee
for the position of chief justice, but that he
had not pushed for such an appointment.
Paradis, an outspoken critic of the Re-
publican administration, said, "I thought if
any Democrat lobbied for him ahead of
time, it would hurt his chances."
Wathen is a graduate of the University of
Maine law school and worked in private
practice before joining the court.
McKusick is slated to retire on Feb. 28,
15 years after leaving private law practice to
head the state's highest court.
Longley named him chiefjustice in 1977,
25 years after McKusick took up work as an
attorney.
McKusick's second seven-year term
expired last September, but was extended
by McKernan for six months.
The law court already has one vacancy,
dating to Brody's appointment to the U.S.
District Court last year.
• State budget
Legislative cost-cutting plans out todayAUGUSTA, Maine (AP) — Legislative
overseers of the state budget are supposed to
receive reports today spelling out how each
government department and agency would
cut administrative costs by 10 percent.
A Democratic initiative calling for sub-
mission of the plans sparked controversy
prior to its enactment, and debate over its
impact appears likely to continue.
House Majority Leader Dan A. Gwa-
dosky, D-Fairfield, says he was told higher-
ups in the Human Services Department are
being shifted to federally funded slots to
exempt them from potential cutbacks.
"If these allegations are true, the Appro-
priations Committee needs to examine what
positions are being protected and what pur-
Are you playing the numbers game?
! .
:11I 14.
Lower the risk of AIDS by using a condom and
reducing the number of your sexual partners.
Clip this coupon and take it to
Cutler Health Center for your free "Safer-Sex Kit"(Monday - Friday, 8am - 8pm)
This message brought to you by:
National Condom Week Committee, Cutler Health Center,Eastern Maine AIDS Network, Residential Life, CHF 351
and The Maine Campus
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J
pose they serve to state government and the
people of Maine," Gwadosky said in a state-
ment issued Friday.
"After all," Gwadosky said, "the funda-
mental reason behind this legislation was to
provide the Legislature with the informa-
tion it did not have in the past to create
funding priorities that favor direct services
over central administrative costs."
Besides the executive branch, cost-cut-
ting plans are being required of the Legisla-
ture, the judiciary, the state university sys-
tem and independent agencies.
The Appropriations panel has reached a
new stage in its budget deliberations, now
that it has concluded three days of public
hearings and heard testimony from individ-
ual legislators proposing changes in the lat-
est budget plan.
The committee is awaiting reports from
other panels of lawmakers that have been
reviewing spending blueprints developed
by departments under their jurisdiction.
Meanwhile-, Gov. John K. McKernan
has scrapped a plan to cut funding by $2.5
million for privately run homes for the
retarded.
The cuts were proposed as part of a
larger plan to avert a potential deficit through
June 1993 of about $170 million.
McKernan spokesman Willis Lyford said
Friday the administration is still weighing
how to come up with another $2.5 million in
savings.
MTLEFIELD
DOS11E
Stopped the $10
Cutler Health Fee
Looking for a way to meet your
educational goalsduring the summer months?
With 7
-week, 6
-week and 4
-week sessions and numerous specialinstitutes, USM can assist you with quality academic experiences.Registration begins March 23 and will continue through thebeginning of each session. Make USM your choice this summer!
For more information, contact:Summer Session, University of Southern Maine96 Falmouth Street, Porland, Maine 04103or call (207) 780-40760 University of Southern Maine
E
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• Sexual abuse
Sexually explicit materials seized from Cole's apartmentGRAY, Maine (AP) — Cumberland with the county Sheriffs Department, also told authorities that Cole had shown them and cigarettes to entice boys living in theCounty Sheriff s investigators have seized found 85 photos that were not sexually ex- photographs of nude boys, and seven said Gray area and then molested them.pornographic films and sexually explicit plicit but included pictures of some boys Cole had shown them pornographic movies. Cole's case has generated intense inter-slides from the former apartment of a busi- identified as victims of Cole's. Five witnesses said Cole had taken pho- est in part because of his long friendshipsnessman who has admitted molesting nu- The affidavit, filed by Langella, also lists tographs of them in the nude. Four witnesses with local and state police. As a result, bothmerous boys, court documents show the names of eight witnesses who've told also told investigators they saw Cole either the state police and the Cumberland CountyAn affidavit filed Friday in District Court investigators that Cole showed them ob- possess or use sexual devices during the Sheriff's Department are conducting inter-in Portland reveals that on Thursday night scene materials between 1965 and 1986. commission of sex acts. nal investigations of their handling of sever-the investigators searched the apartment The detective wrote that "numerous Cole, 75, has been charged with four al incidents involving Cole since the mid-where Warren Cole used to live, above his witnesses and victims told me that Warren counts of gross sexual misconduct for alleg- 1970s, including a 1981 traffic fatality.family's Cole Farms restaurant in Gray. Cole possessed materials of an obscene or edly molesting a boy in 1986 and 1987. He Michael Lally, who was 12 at the timeAmong the items seized were 45 sexual- pornographic nature, including sexual in- has denied those charges, but he has admit- and in the care of Cole, was found to havely explicit slides, six sexually explicit ad- struments or aids, movies, photos, maga- ted to investigators that he had "numerous been drunk when he was struck and killed byvertisements and four pornographic maga- zines, or other such literature, which he used sexual episodes" with boys before 1986. a car in front of the Cole Farms restaurant.zines, the affidavit states. or displayed during the commission of mul- Maine's statute of limitations prevents Investigative reports do not show whetherIn their search, Sheriffs Deputy James tiple sexual offenses" at his apartment above Cole from being charged with sex crimes sheriffs detectives made any effort at theLangella and Wells police Detective Ste- the restaurant, that occurred before 1986. time to find out where the boy got thephen Clark, who is on special assignment All eight witnesses listed in the affidavit Authorities have said Cole used alcohol alcohol.
• Nuclear power
Maine Yankee to remove leaky fuel rods during refueling
WISCASSET, Maine (AP) — The Maine
Yankee nuclear plant will use an underwater
sound-wave device later this month to lo-
cate a handful of leaky fuel rods that need to
be replaced.
Officials plan to find and replace the
faulty rods during the plant's two-month
shutdown for refueling, maintenance and
improvements, which starts Feb. 15.
Maine Yankee's nuclear reactor core has
38,000 fuel rods that each contain uranium
pellets, but an estimated four to seven rods
are leaking. The faulty rods, discovered in
the fall of 1990, have caused what company
officials describe as minor increases in the
amount of radioactive gas released into the
air as part of the plant's normal operations.
Critics of the plant have called for the
faulty rods to be removed since they were
first discovered. But Maine Yankee offi-
cials have said the rods posed no significant
safety risk and could be used until this
month's refueling.
To locate the faulty rods, Maine Yankee
will use an underwater device that will send
sound waves through the fuel assemblies
after they are removed from the reactor core
and placed in the spent fuel storage pool.
"It is an ultrasonic device that will allow
for sound waves to be used to test the fuel rods
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within the fuel assemblies, and they will be
looking for any possible defects in the rods,"
said plant spokesman Marshall Murphy.
To prepare for the shutdown, plant offi-
cials plan to start releasing radioactive gas
next week from the reactor containment
building Emissions are expected to total
about 160 curies — well below federal
— and be spread over three or four days.
During the shutdown, workers will add
uranium to the reactor core, take apart and
rebuild hundreds of motor-operated valves,
and oversee remote-controlled inspections
of tubes in three steam generators.
About 1,000 temporary employees will
L. 
come to the plant to perform the work.
"The biggest thing you notice is the cars,"
said Maine Yankee President Charles Friz-
zle. 'There are acres of cars. They're parked
on the lawns — they're parked everywhere."
But the influx of workers means a wel-
come increase in business for inns and res-
taurants around Maine Yankee.
Cathy Blake, manager of the Flagship
Motor Inn in Boothbay Harbor, said that
without the extra business the inn might
have closed for the winter.
"They're coming in steadily now," she
said. "By the end of next week, we should be
full."
you are interested
in living in York
Village Apartments
in 1992-93, stop by
York Hall dining
commons for an
informational
sign-up meeting,
February 11
at 7:30 p.m.
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• Communism
•Peruvian communists gaining power, may take controlBy Monte Hayes
Associated Press Writer
AYACUCHO, Peru (AP) — As com-
munism collapses in much of the world, a
guerrilla movement has steadily expanded
from its mountain bastions in Peru and now
threatens to take control of the impover-
ished nation.
The rebels have driven government offi-
cials out of large swaths of the countryside,
leaving a power vacuum they have quickly
filled. Almost no corner of the country is safe
from attack_ In recent years, 400 rural police
posts have closed due to assaults by guerrillas
of the Sendero Luminoso (Shining Light).
To contain the rebels' advance, the gov-
ernment has steadily expanded the regions
under military control, until 55 percent of
Peru's 22 million inhabitants now live in areas
where constitutional liberties are suspended.
In recent months the Shining Path has
intensified its campaign in the dusty shanty-
towns that ring Lima, the capital, located on
Peru's desert coast 250 miles northwest of
Ayacucho, the Andean birthplace of the
rebel movement.
The guerrillas have begun murdering
Roman Catholic priests, mothers running
soup kitchens, foreign aid technicians —
anyone who stands in their way and whose
work is seen as deadening "the people's
revolutionary ardor."
The growing influence and boldness of
the rebels heightens the perception that Peru,
South America's third-largest country, is at
a crossroads.
Shining Path cadres celebrate at night-
time rallies in Lima's shantytowns, unfurl-
ing red banners with the hammer and sickle,
once the symbol of international commu-
nism, and leading crowds in revolutionary
chants. Their clandestine Schools for Pio-
neers indoctrinate children as young as 4.
Rebel assassins are eliminating merchants
who oppose their efforts to control Lima's
sprawling wholesale food market. Their goal
is to cut off food supplies to the capital.
"This war is being fought on all fronts at
the same time: military, economic, political
and psychological," says Henri Favre, a
French sociologist who has studied the rebel
movement since its beginnings.
"It is total war by the poor."
Although the attacks on social aid pro-
grams have the immediate effect of making
the lives of the neediest even harder, recent
polls indicate growing numbers of Peruvi-
ans support the Shining Path rebellion.
In a survey made in Lima, 17 percent of
the respondents said subversion was justi-
fied in today's Peru. Among the city's poor,
38 percent said the Shining Path would
eventually win. Nearly 5 million of the cap-
ital's 7 million inhabitants live in the impov-
erished shantytowns, forming a large pool
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of potential rebel sympathizers.
Another poll of Peruvians 15 to 24 years
old, representing a population of 4.5 million
nationwide, showed that 25 percent of them
believed armed rebellion was justified:The
figure rose to 31 percent in rural areas.
The Shining Path, counterinsurgency
experts say, is highly organized, carefully
planned, thoroughly disciplined and patient.
Carlos Ivan Degregori, a researcher at the
Institute of Peruvian Studies, calls the move-
ment "the most determined political force in
Peru's history."
The rebel organization has taken root in
a divided, vulnerable nation.
Peru has been weakened by decades of
economic decline, a process accelerated by
nearly $20 billion in economic damage from
rebel sabotage. The guerrillas destroy rail-
road lines, bridges, power pylons, agricul-
tural research stations — any target that
signifies progress.
Vote.
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SportsNews
• UMaine men win fifth straight. Wagner next
• Black Bears down UMass/Lowell 6-5, 6-2
• UMaine women beat UNH 65-55
The Campus
Sports Ticker
Magic named All-Star MVP
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) — At long last,
it was Magic Johnson's day and the West-
ern Conference's All-Star game.
Johnson, after an emotional pregame
welcome from NBA All-Stars on both
teams, showed no rustiness Sunday from
the three-month layoff following his
shoeking announcement he tested posi-
tive for the AIDS virus.
Shooting 6-for-7 from the field. John-
son scored 16 of his 25 points in the first
17 minutes of the game.
He had no assists in the first half but
nine in the second, when he was scoreless
until hitting three consecutive 3-pointers
in the final 2:42 to finish 9-for-12 from the
field. He earned the Most Valuable Player
honor for the second time.
Johnson watched from the sidelines as
a 17-0 run near the end of the first half
gave the West a 26-point lead en route to
a 153-113 victory. It was only the fourth
win in the last 13 years by the West.
"Maybe you'll see me back, maybe
you won't," Johnson told the fans after
being presented svith the MVP award.
"But I'll remember all these good times
this afternoon."
Johnson, named a starter in fan voting
despite his retirement, also plans to play in
next summer's Olympic Games and has
left the door open to a comeback with the
Los Angeles Lakers.
He was the last of the 25 All-Stars
announced in pregame introductions. Close
friend Isiah Thomas then led the East All-
Stars across the court to welcome Johnson
back as the sellout crowd at Orlando Arena
cheered and gave him a standing ovation.
The West led 79-55 at halftime and
extended the margin to 92-59 early in the
third period and the East got no closer than
24 the rest of the way.
The West went on to match the scoring
record for a regulation All -Star game. The
West won 153-131 in 1961 and two other
teams scored 154 points inovatintegames.
• Column
What's wrong
with you people?
By Tim Hopley
What sells in college athletics? What
puts "butts in the seats?"A good product on
and off the field, court or ice, that's what.
The University of Maine has this on
nearly all accounts, but you can't tell from
the attendance at Black Bear basketball
games.
When the athletic department held 30-
5 night Saturday, it was designed to get
people to come out, have a good time, cheer
and support the men's basketball team.
Yes, 1,923 people came out, about
700-806 more than usually do, but why
does it take a promo like 30-5 to do that?
Where is the school spirit? Are people so
Sec VVFIAT'S WRONG on pagc 21
• UMaine Men's Basketball
Black Bears win fifth straight 84-64
By Chad Finn
Sports Writer
What had been planned as a 30-5 promo-
tion night instead turned into the 33-and-15
show.
Keyed by outstanding performances from
forwards Francois Bouchard (#33) and Der-
rick Hodge (#15), the University of Maine
men's basketball team cruised to their fifth
consecutive victory, an 84-64 drubbing of
the New Hampshire Wildcats Saturday
evening at Alfond Arena.
Twenty points from Bouchard and 17
from Hodge keyed the Black Bears to their
second consecutive game of 80-plus points.
In the two outings, UMaine has combined to
shoot a torrid 62 percent from the field
IMaine Coach Rudy Keeling said the
newly-discovered shooting prowess is the
result of much hard work on the defensive
end of the floor.
"We've been playing excellent defense,"
said Keeling, who is in the midst of his
longest winning streak as the Black Bears'
coach. "And when we play good defense, it
results in us rebounding and running and
getting better shots on offense."
Bouchard jumped out of the gates quick-
ly in the first half with 10 points as the Black
Bears rebounded and ran their way to a 31-
26 halftime lead. Only the three-point shoot-
ing of Wildcat junior forward Pat Manor (4-
4 from behind the stripe in the first half) kept
UNH close.
"I felt good out there the whole game.
Bouchard said. "I think we're getting used
to the facility and everybody's shots are
starting to fall more now."
The teams swapped three hoops apiece
early in the second, but a pair of Deonte Hursey
See MEN WIN on page 20
Guard Deonte Hursey knocks a pass down from UNH's Bob Cummins as Derrick
Hodge looks on. UMaine won the contest 84-64. (Baer photo.)
• Profile of Excellence
Keeling strives for success
By Joe Sampson
Staff Writer
Most people know Rudy Keeling is the
University of Maine men's basketball coach.
But there are a lot of things people don't
know about the man, and should.
Keeling, 42, is in his fourth season at the
helm of the UMaine men.
Keeling started coaching after a college
career which included a year of first-year
basketball at Notre Dame. Keeling trans-
ferred to Quincy College in Illinois, where
he played three years of varsity ball and
received his degree in Mathematics in 1970.
His coaching career began shortly after
that, when a local parish priest heard of
Keeling's experience as a player and asked
if he would help coach the local boys' team.
The team improved rapidly, which led to
Keeling's first job as an assistant coach at
Bergan High School in Peoria. The teams
compiled a 61-19 record in the three years
under Keeling.
From there, Keeling hit the big time,
working as first assistant coach at Bradley
University under Coach Dick Versace. Keel-
Coach Rudy Keeling.
ing served there for six years and was re-
sponsible for recruiting standout guard Her-
sey Hawkins, now with the NBA's Philadel-
phia 76'ers.
The next stop on Keeling's path was a
two-year stinf at Marquette University as
the team's primary recruiter. His 1986-87
recruiting class was rated 26th best in the
Scc KEELING on page 21
• UMaine Hockey
UMaine
takes two
from Chiefs
By Tim Hopley
Sports Writer
Jim Montgomery set a University of
Maine assist record when he set up Jean-
Yves Roy in the first period as the Black
Bears went on to down the UMass/Lowell
Chiefs 6-2 Saturday night in Billerica.
The assist gave Montgomery 123 in his
UMaine career, passing the old mark held
by Dave Capuano.
Roy and Patrice Tardif led UMaine to
the victory, each scoring two power-play
goals, helping UMaine to up their record to
22-3-1 overall and 11-2-1 in Hockey East
play. UMass/Lowell dropped to 10-15-3
overall and 5-8-3 in the league.
Roy scored the only goal of the first
period while the Black Bears were on the
See HOCKEY on page 20
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UMaine hockey takes two from the Chiefs from page 19
power-play, but the Chiefs' Normand Bazin
tied the game 33 seconds into the second
with a power-play goal of his own.
Tardif and Roy each netted a man-ad-
vantage goal in the period before UMass/
Lowell's Mark Carlson scored an even
strength marker to make it 3-2.
UMaine tri-captain Scott Pellerin then
netted the game-winner, followed by goals
from Montgomery and Tardif to round out
the scoring.
Black Bear goalie Garth Snow had 20
saves on the night before being lifted in
favor of Rob Howland with 55 seconds to
play. Mark Richards turned aside 30 shots
for UMass/Lowell.
The previous night UMaine jumped out
to 3-2 and 5-2 leads after one and two
periods and then had to hold on for a 6-5
decision over the Chiefs.
Cal Ingraham got the Black Bears off on
the right foot, scoring just 1:13 into the first
with an assist from Tony Link. Dave Stevens
got the goal right back for UMass/Lowell,
though, a minute later.
Tardif and Brian Downey added to the
first period advantage for UMaine, scoring
just over two minutes apart, but Bazin closed
out the opening stanza, tallying his third
goal of the season with 1:26 to play.
Montgomery and Eric Fenton scored the
only goals of the second period, extending
the Black Bear lead to 3,3.
Chris Imes seemed to iut the game out of
reach when he scored 46 seconds into the
third period. But a furious comeback by
UMass/Lowell saw Dan O'Connell, Carl-
son and Don Parsons score, closing the gap
to 6-5 with just under a minute to play
UMaine held on for the win as Snow
turned aside 19 of 24 shots on the night
while counterpart Richards was peppered
by 42 Black Bear shots, stopping 36.
UMaine returns to action tonight when
they make the short trip from Billerica to
North Andover to face Dan Gravelle and the.
Merrimack Warriors at 7:00.
The Black Bears have won both of the
teams' previous meetings this season, win-
ning 7-2 at Merrimack on Jan. 17 and 10-4
at Alfond Arena two nights later.
Speaking of Alfond Arena, UMaine will
return home Friday and Saturday nights
Sophomore Patrice Tardif
UMaine's 6-5 and 6-2 wins,
scored three goals and added three assists in
(Boyd photo.)
when the Boston College Eagles come to
town for a very important two-game series
with Coach Shawn Walsh's Black Bears.
Game time both nights is set for 7:00.
Shots from the Point
•UMaine has won the last 12 meetings
between themselves and Merrimack. The
last Warrior win was Jan 13, 1970.
•Tickets prices for the Hockey East play-
offs to be held at the campus sites of the top
four seeds (yes. UMaine) are $10 for adults
and $6 for students. The tickets can be
bought at the UMaine ticket office in the
next few weeks. (no, not yet but when you
do go, please be polite to ticket czar Pam
Rideout.)
Men win from page 19
baskets sandwiched around a I lodge jumper
keyed the Black Bears on a 6-0 run and gave
UMaine a 43-32 lead with 16:10 left.
The Wildcats tried to claw their way back
and a pair of Manor free-throws after Hodge
picked up his fourth foul, cut the UMaine
advantage to 49-42 with 12:56 to go.
With the dangerous Hodge out of the
game, it looked like a good opportunity for
UNH to make a run. However, it wasn't to
be for the 'Cats on this night, as the Black
Bears kicked into another gear ripping of a
15-4 run in the next 5:42 to put the game out
of reach.
Wildcat center James Ben (a team-high
17 points) did his best to spark the 'Cats,
nailing three turnaround jumpers in the last
five minutes, but to no avail.
UMaine worked the clock effectively,
and key offensive rebounds by Rossie Kear-
son ("he does all the little things," Keeling
said) and Fritz Marseille kept the ball in the
Black Bears' possession as they held on for
a relatively easy 20-point victory.
"Our kids executed and did everything
we asked them to do," Keeling said. "We
took care of the ball, shot it well and made
good decisions on the break. I was very
pleased."
Keeling was also happy with the way the
Black Bears' 30-5 promotion went.
The concept was based on the fact that,
heading into Saturday' s game, the Black Bears'
five major sports teams were a combined 29-
5 against UNH's big five since the winter of
1989. The 1,923 fans who attended the game
were promised 30 percent off all goods in the
UMaine Athletic Store if the Black Beaks won,
and 5 percent off if they lost.
"It (the promotion) was done with
class," Keeling said. "At first I wasn't
crazy about it, but it was understated and
a statement of fact. "
The Black Bears travel to New York
for a meeting with 11-9 Wagner College
tonight.
Top players for the Seahawks include
forward Bobby Hopson (17.7 ppg), Miladin
Mutavdzic (15.1 ppg, 10 rpg) and guard
Quincy Lewis (9.1 ppg, 5.7 apg).
The Black Bears return home to Alfond
Thursday to face North Atlantic Conference
foe Northeastern at 7:30 p.m.
LITTLEFIELD Eliminated the Orono party ordinance.DOSTIE
Be Mucho Romantico
En El Dia De Los Enamorados.
Dicen que el Frances es el idioma del amor, pero el amor no sabe de nacionalidades.
On February 14th The Maine Campus will be publishing Valentine's Day
Personals. Send a message to your honey for just 50/ per line (half off the
regular price). Call or stop by The Campus today.
Se aceptan anuncios personates en todos los idiomas.
El Maine Campus
— 
.XIMPINMOPRIOPPIFFEle';':i_
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Coach Keeling
from page 19
nation and led to Keeling getting the head
position at UMaine.
"Only 292 guys in the country have a job
like mine," Keeling said, "and I had to take
a hard look at it."
UMaine had never been to the NCAAs
or the NITs, and Keeling said if he became
the first to lead the program here, people
would know be had excelled where no one
else had before.
People have varying opinions on the
factors influencing Keeling's success. Opin-
ions range from his patience, his communi-
cation skills, his ability to teach or the help
he gives his players in preparing for the rest
of their lives, when basketball is over.
"His ability to communicate to the guys,
to tell the players what he wants them to
accomplish as individuals, and as players, is
one of his greatest strengths," assistant coach
Mike LaPlante said.
LaPlante, who has had the chance to
both play and work for Keeling at 11M aine,
said Keeling takes pride in the academic
achievements of his players. After four
years. Keeling's teams have a perfect grad-
uation record.
"He takes an active role in the academic
life of the guys," LaPlante said.
The deal struck between Keeling and
forward Derrick Hodge is an example of
Keeling's dedication to academics.
Although Hodge had been the leading
scorer in each of the two last seasons, he
and Keeling agreed Hodge would sit out
the first semester of this season to improve
his grades.
"I have made a commitment to every
senior (to graduate)," Keeling said. "I didn't
Just want him (Hodge) as a body."
Some of Keelings' feeling for his play-
ers stems from his strong sense of family.
He has four children of his own, and tries to
give his players the sense they belong as
well. His door is always open to the play-
ers, which allows them to see their coach in
a different context.
"He has the kids over in September and
has an apron on, cooking burgers," assis-
tant coach Mike Jaskulski said. "They see
him as a head of household (not just as a
coach)."
Jaskulski left his own head coaching job
4o work with Keeling.
"At age 35, having been a head coach
in Division III, I packed my bags and
moved half the way across the country,"
Jaskulski said.
Because Keeling does things "the right
way," Jaskulski said he holds him in the "high-
est regards." He said there is more to coaching
than the wins and losses. There is also the
development of the players as people.
"We are educators, not just coaches,"
Jaskulski said.
Another of Keeling's strengths is his
dedication to the institution he serves.
Although Keeling said he doesn't have
any timetable for success, he said he would
stay at UMaine until he has "gotten things
done."
What that likely means is North Atlantic
Conference respectability and finishing the
job by reaching the NCAA tournament. With
his own program, and his own recruits, his
own way. Coach Rudy Keeling has led UMaine to a 45-62 mark in his three-plus years in
Orono. The Black Bears are 12-10 this season. (Baer photo.)
What's wrong with you people? from page 19
caught up in the whole Geddy's or Cheepo's
scene to skip one night of drinking to support
a UMaine athktic team beside hockey?
Take nothing away from hockey. What
Coach Shawn Walsh has done with the
Black Bear hockey program is incredible.
And there never is a problem selling out
Alfond Arena when they play. But if people
want to see another worthwhile product,
why not try UMaine basketball.
Coach Rudy Keeling has assembled a
highly talented group of athletes, as has
Trish Roberts and the women's program.
Both teams are over .500 on the season and
are sporting win streaks worthy of note.
What I have found in the little over a year
that I have covered Black Bear athletics is that
people around here are serious band-wagon
jumpers. When a team is going well everybody
wants to be able to say "yeah, I was there the
other night when...," but when a team is down
and needs the students' support the most, those
same people are nowhere to be found (unless
you check the local watering-ho).
This may be generalizing on my part
because yes, there are some students who
actually enjoy UMaine athletics. It's an in-
expensive way to have a night out, support
their fellow classmates and not feel like we
all felt when we were first-year students
(lonely and useless).
Ask any one of the coaches here and
they'll tell you their teams are the students'
teams', first and foremost. They'll also tell
101‘ 1992 BSNSTUDENTS.Enter the Air Force
S immediately after gradua-
tion — without waiting for the
results of your State Boards. You
can earn great benefits as an Air
Force nurse officer. And if selected
during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship
at a major Air Force medical facili-
ty. To apply, you'll need an overall
2.50 GPA. Serve your country
while you serve your career.
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF
you they appreciate your support. And they
do. But deep down each one would love to
say "I wish more people would show up," or
say to the media "I'm really disappointed in
the support out team is getting from the
university community."
The thing is, they won't say that because
they do want you to come to games. The
players do need your support and they are
your teams!
Alfond is being expanded to handle
crowds of great size, don't waste it, use it.
Yes, this column is about showing up
and supporting some of your school's finest
individuals. What you do when you get
there is a different story.
Loud fan support gives the home team a
boost. When Marty Higgins goes to the floor
for a loose ball and gets it to Derrick Hodge
for a dunk, that's excitement. It calls for a
cheer or loud ovation. Not a polite clap like
you'd give Dan Quayle.
What's wrong with releasing tension in
such a fashion? Is it uncool or something?
People are so caught up in what others think
they can't be themselves. That's stupid.
I've rambled on for long enough, but it
seems to me that if you're proud of the place
you attend college, why not show some of it
next time the Black Bears play at home?
(Thursday night at 7:30).
(Tim Hopley is the Sports Editor of The
Maine Campus and is thinking of someone
very special)
ossli °Is*
House of Pizza
Old Town Plaza • Next to YMCA
827-6144
1 Large 16" Cheese Pizza
with 2 16 oz. Pepsi's from
the fountain for
$4.99
Eat in or Take Out
Delivery 501 per order
JJ.
2 Large 16" Cheese Pizzas
with 2 16 oz. Soft Drinks
for
$8.99
Eat in or Take out
Delivery SO(t per order
Ui
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Shorts
Tyson trial continues
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Prosecutors
in Mike Tyson's rape trial brought in Miss
Black America and other witnesses Sunday
to rebut a defense claim that the boxer's
accuser lusted after his body and his money.
Sharmell Sullivan, who won the Miss
Black America pageant in which Tyson's
accuser competed, testified that she was
near the 18-year-old woman but never heard
her admire Tyson's physique, as another
contestant has claimed.
Tanya St. Clair, testifying Saturday on
Tyson's behalf, quoted the woman as "talk-
ing about his butt, saying, 'O000h, it's really
something to hold onto,' "and speculating
about the size of the fighter's genitalia.
Sullivan said, "I would definitely recol-
lect a statement of that nature because it's
very blunt, and I'm not used to hearing
things of that nature at a beauty pageant."
. Prosecutor Greg Garrison ended the
state's rebuttal by playing a tape of grand
jury testimony by Tyson that contradicted
the fighter's claim in court that he made a
sexually explicit proposition to the woman.
Garrison said closing statements were
expected Monday.
The defense called 24 witnesses over 4
1/2 days before concluding its case Sunday.
Tyson, 25, a former world heavyweight
champion, testified for 2 1/2 hours on Friday
and Saturday.
He is charged with rape and criminal
deviate conduct. If convicted, he faces up to
60 years in prison.
Tyson testified Friday that he bluntly in-
formed the woman, using a common vulgar-
ity, that he wanted to have sex with her after
they met at a July 18 pageant rehearsal. He
said she responded, "Sure! Give me a call."
During cross-exarnination, Garrison asked
Tyson why he didn't tell the same story to the
grand jury that indicted him. Tyson said he
was uncomfortable with the explicit language
and was cut off by the deputy prosecutor who
questioned him before the grand jury.
Eleven contestants testified for the de-
fense. Many described his foul mouth and
demeanor as the defense attempted to show
Tyson made plain his sexual interest in the
contestants.
During cross-examination, Garrison
hammered at inconsistencies in Tyson's
statements, such as his claim that he asked
her to wear loose clothing when she met him
in his limousine.
"You figured she was corning down to
have sex with you?" Garrison asked.
"Yeah," Tyson said. "If she was wearing
something like tight jeans, it'd be difficult to
take off. Gets complicated."
Garrison responded, "If she was coming
down for the purpose of getting naked and
having sex with you, it wouldn't matter
what she wore."
NBA All-Star Weekend
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) — Cedric Cebal-
los got inspiration for a blindfolded dunk
from Magic Johnson and sharp-shooter Craig
Hodges got motivation from Larry Bird.
Ceballos, taking advantage of two final-
round misscrom Larry Johnson, already had
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clinched the NBA slam-dunk title Saturday
night when Phoenix teammate Dan Majerle
tied a black blindfold around Ceballos' eyes.
"I counted off 20 steps, and when you're
running that translates to 10," said Ceballos,
reiterating that he could not see. "I thought
I had gone too far, but it went in."
Ceballos said he saw Magic Johnson last
December shooting some shots in practice
with his hand over his eyes. That gave Ce-
ballos the idea of dunking blindfolded, and
he did it Saturday with Magic watching.
While the dunking contest was a rout.
Hodges edged Jim Les of the Sacramento
Kings 16-15 to win his third straight 3-point
shooting contest, matching Bird's total.
Bird, who missed the last four long-
distance contests with injuries after winning
the first three, mocked Hodges' 3-point ac-
complishments because the Chicago Bulls'
guard gets little playing time.
"I read how Larry Bird said, 'Well, he
may have hit 19 in a row (in last year's
contest), but I still see him at the end of the
bench,' " said Hodges, who averages only
7.4 minutes per game for the Bulls and
hasn't taken enough 3-pointers to qualify
among the NBA leaders.
"So I wanted this. I was ready."
On the bli ndfold dunk, Ceballos ran three-
quarters of the court and dunked the ball
home for a perfect score of 50, giving him a
score of 97.2 in the finals. Johnson, who had
a 98.0 in the semifinals, missed twice in the
finals and received only 66.0 points.
Ceballos finished fourth among eight
dunkers in the first round, earning the last
semifinal berth when 1991 finalist Shawn
Kemp and Stacey Augmon missed. Both
Kemp and Augmon had higher scores than
Ceballos on their first dunks.
"Fortunately, some people started miss-
ing and I kept making mine and the crowd
Liked it," Ceballos said.
Hodges, who holds the shootout record
for points in one round with 25, shot first in
the final around and got 16 points despite
not hitting more than four consecutive shots.
Les, who led the NRA in 3
-point shoot-
ing in 1990-91 with .491 percentage, ap-
peared.* be on the way to the title by making
eight straight shots in one stretch.
With five balls remaining from the cor-
ner, Les had 14 points. He missed the first
two, then pulled within one.
The fourth ball, which would have tied
Hodges, went long and the fifth, worth two
points, bounced off the side of the rim as Les
fell to the floor in frustration.
"I knew we were close, but I was too busy
concentrating on shooting," Les said. "I didn't
know the score, but! could hear the All-Stars
on the bench yelling, 'You need these.'"
Les had the contest's best round with 20
points in the semifinals.
"I got into my rhythrr4 by going a little bit
slower," said Les, who made nine of his first
II shots in the final round before faltering. "I
thought that a couple on the last rack would
go in, but unfortunately they rolled out."
George Gervin had 24 points and 11 re-
bounds as the East beat the West 46-38 in the
oldtimers game, which was marred by knee
injuries to David Thompson and Norm Nixon,
who were taken from the court on a stretcher
and diagnosed as having ruptured tendons.
Guest Lecture (Series
University of Maine
Guest Lecture Series
Presents:
Dr. Garrett L. Morrison
Inventor of the Recovery Scrubber:
an innovative technology using solid waste to
reduce an industrial plant's toxic emissions
which cause acid rain.
Monday, February 10, 1992
101 Neville Hall
8:00 PM
*Free to the Public*
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SWM seeking lady 20-29 who considers herself slim and
attractive. I'm into movies, bowling, watching videos at
home, visiting nice n3staurants and rollerskating. 12 10001
Hypnotist- Forgetastrology--get a dear, solid hood. A
strong mind is a bellermind. Deep relaxation techniques.
Forget drugs! Shxlent rates. tr10014
SM 28 who likes music mountaineering, movies, the slurs
and the New Age is searching loran intelligent, sensitive
SF w/ the same interests. u10011
SWM seeks SVVF 18-22 engineering student ‘vilh
eamng potenhal seeks someone to hove cancIeliit
dinners and walks on the beach. Not interested in one
night stonds or weekend flings. el 0021
1-900488.5035
(Coll costs $1.99/m in ute)
Professional Counselor especially for students and faculty.
Group-Individual, all areas including self-actualization,
interactive, humanistic, astrological. Astrograms also
inddyprxxed. ü10009
SVVF 19 intelligent, slim and attractive engineering maior
boking for a man who will treat rne golden I enjoy smoking
butts, getting wasted, good sex & vegging in front of the TV.
Interested? TO 0016
Photographer looking for attractive models, no experience
necessary Senior portraits, portfolio work, etc. Compensated
for your time with free photos. v10020
Responsible married couple seeks to house or °partner it sit
for the 1992-1993 academic year or longer References
available 1,10019
Share a lovely home in Orono, perfect for a nice student,
everything included, reasonable, several options, available
now. 1,10007
University P. 
—seeks selectcn3ative, original
poetry from ts, fucu for its Spring '92 publiccrtion.
Theme: Patinvoys to the Tree of life. University Paste-up
Pnxiuctions. e10008
SWM who is into Star Trek, cross-country skiing & movies is
looking for SWF w/similar interests. Must be somewhat
attractive. No big egos please. 1710010
Wing, acifing, typing service. Professional writer with
research, evaluutitfii and analytical skills, making you look
good. Null.* and responsible. Also resumes professionally
written and strategically prepared with target letters.."10312
SM 24 eccenkic, SCITIEN•Ald Sapid &Ad il FTE1141, birnocid
structuralist. Seeking likewise commoiden. The similcriy ends in
the beginning. Exoctyour destiny. it 10317
SM 24 fun loving, careful minded often too nice dude looking
to go wild with right enough natural girl. Make no promises,
I want to press your buttons. Let's play scrabble 1710018
D=chvorced S. single B=block W=white F=female Alt.male
Responding to a Person 2 Person ad
, lust call 1-900-988-5035 from any touch-tone phone where you receive a bill and enter the 5-digit slumber of the odthat interests you. If your phone is set to pulse instead of tone, you'll need to set it to tone after Guessing the system.
You may then leave a response, enter another unumber, or browse through other messages. (Calls cost Si .99/min.)
Placing your free Person 2 Person ad
You con place your ad by calling 581-12/3 or by stopping by our offices in Lord Hall. All Person 2 Person ads are free and
kept confidential. When you place your ad you'll be given a yoke mailbox ffnumber and atoll free number to call to receive
your messages. After you receive your box number you'll need to record a greeting for people leaving messages for you.
Maine Campus classifieds Stop by the basement of Lord Hall!Or your classified ad.
jobs
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT -
fisheries. Earn 15,000+/month. Free
transportation! Room 81 Board! Over
8,000 openings. No experience neces-
sary. Male or Female. For employ-
ment program call 1-206-545-4155
ext. 245'
apartments
Country-living Townhouse Apts
NEW 2 bOrm 11/2 bath, on site Indry.
Heat water, sewer. 9 miles from UM
BRADLEY Sec. Dep. 1 yr Ise. $575/mo
866-7798.
ORONO. WASHBURN PLACE. $660/
mo. Luxury 2 BR Townhome w/ base-
ment. AVAILABLE NOW. W/D Hookup.
Incl. Heat, water, sewer. No Pets. Sec.
Dep. 1 yr. lease. Close to campus. Call
945-6955 or 945-5260.
BANGOR PINEWOOD. S575/mo. Lux-
ury 2 BR Townhome. 1 1/2 baths.
Washer/dryer. Storage. Heat, water,
sewer Incl. Sec. Dep. No Pets. 1 yr.
lease. Call 945-6955 or 945-5260
Roommate needed to share this clean
48R Orono home close to everything
S200/mo includes all. 866-2386.
House for rent - Clean, 4BR, LR, DR,
kitchen. Washer/dryer + storage Easy
oil heat available for spring semester.
Serious only. 866-2386.
campaign
Littlefield/Dostie leading the budget
fight! Vote Feb. 11!
MENiMW 
travel
California-1149! Anytime, either way.
Fly to the W. Coast(Portland/Seattle)
Caribbean-only 1189 r/t air to some
where sunny/warm. Hitch a ride. Eu-
rope this summer? Only $160 each
way! AIRHITCH@800-326-2009.
YOUVE ONLY GOT ONE WEEK TO
LIVE! DO IT RIGHT! SPRING BREAK IN
JAMAICA, BAHAMAS, CANCUN
FROM $369!! ORGANIZE GROUP
TRAVEL FREE! CALL 1-800-426-7710
WANTED: SUN & PARTY HUNGRY
PEOPLE!!! SPRING BREAK: Cancun,
Bahamas from $259.00 includes round-
trip air, 7 nights hotel, parties, free
admission and more! Organize a small
group. Earn free trip. 1(800)BEACH IT.
SPRING BREAK TO FLORIDA BEACH-
ES FUN IN THE SUN, 4/Rm prices.
Daytona S139, Panama City $129
Kitch, Wtrfrt & Trans Available Call
CMI at 1-800-423-5264
"SPRING BREAK 92 — CANCUN, MX
— PRICES FROM $299" Featuring
the Oasis Cancun Hotel!!! Other low-
er priced hotels available. Guaran-
teed lowest prices on campus!!! For
more info call Advance Travel at 800-
755-7996 Reservation lines open from
9:00AM-10:00PM
SKI-Intercollegiate Ski Weeks, $189.
Includes: 5 DAY LIFT TICKET/5 NIGHTS
LODGING (MOUNTAINSIDE CON-
DO)/5 DAYS INTERCOLLEGIATE AC-
TIVITIES (Drinking Age-18), Sponsored
by Labatt's & MT. SUTTON, CANADA
(Just across the Vermont Border). Group
Leader Discounts. Spring break 92
Call Ski Travel Unlimited 1-800-999-
SKI-9.
'111111.111ft. 
lost Sr found
LOST: Wide band gold ring with large
amethyst and small diamonds. Cash
reward. Call 581-1157 or 947-0622. 
FOUND: A men's gold watch near
Hancock Hall. Call or leave message at
942-4233 after 3:30pm.
FOUND: Pair of blue driving gloves w/
lining near Stevens Hall. Call 1273 or
come to the Campus office in the
basement of Lord Hall.
FOUND: Tortoise shell colored wire
rimmed glasses. On College Ave side-
walk. Jan. 30th Thurs. Call Jesse g866-
3648.
Lose something? Find something?
Stop by the Maine Campus for a FREE
lost or found ad.
study away
National Student Exchange, applica-
tions should be in ASAP. Will continue
to accept.
Wales and other applications are due
by mid-Feb. Many programs have roll-
ing admissions. Inquire. 
Quebec? France? Are these the home-
lands of your family? Study there to
learn about your culture.
Academic credits earned on study away
programs apply to a UM degree. All
major and colleges.
misc.
Orono Thrift Shop from Main St. 2nd
rt. off Pine. Wed 11-4 Sat 11-2.
services
CLOWN college grad will do parties,
promotions + workshops, incJudes jug-
gling + magic. Call Max 581-8767
Camera Repairs—All types of camer-
as serviced Call 581-2142 Leave msg
House sitter avail. for summer Bang-
or/Orono area Experience. Excellent
references. Call 581-6758.
Seamstress: Over 20 yrs. experience,
replace zippers, hemming, etc, Will
pick up + deliver. Call Jeanne 827-
5115.
ANXIOUS? UNINTENDED PREGNAN-
CY! Free pregnancy test. 866-5579.
fundraising
FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM Fra-
ternities, sororities, student clubs. Earn
up to $1000 in one week. Plus receive
a $1000 bonus yourself. And a FREE
WATCH just for calling 1-800-932-
0528 Ext. 65.
personals
To the Irish-Spring man: We miss
BAD coffee + studying, but last night's
studying was a cure for all. KS&CB.
The wicked witch is back-J
Military-Frat guy: Thanks so much for
hugs, laughs and granola cereal. Love
your Socialist-Feminist
Get Personal. Stop by the basement
of Lord Hall today to place your person-
al ad.
,ax
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Winter Clearance Sale
FAN • tas • tic Savings
Basketball
• Cons MX Thrillin Mid
Reg. 74.99 NOW 45.00
• Nike Air Force Low
Reg. 89.99 NOW 55.00
• Nike Air Ultra Force
Reg. 65.99 NOW 40.00
• Cons Star Conquest Mid
Reg. 69.99 NOW 52.49
• Nike Air Mach Force Hi
Reg. 79.99 NOW 59.99
• Con Court Conquest Hi
Reg. 59.99 NOW 44.99
• Nike Air Force Hi
Reg. 99.99 NOW 74.99
• Nike Air Jordan
Reg. 119.99 NOW 89.99
• Cons Sonar Hi
Reg. 49.99 NOW 37.49
• Cons Pro Conquest
Reg. 79.99 NOW 59.99
• Adidas Artillery
, Reg. 89.99 NOW 67.49
• Nike Air Mach Force 3/4
Reg. 79.99 NOW 58.99
• Nike Air Force Low
Reg. 89.99 NOW 67.49
Running
Zi•
• Asics Gel Lyte III
Reg. 84.99 NOW 47.00
• Reebok Sole Trainer 5000
Reg. 79.99 NOW 63.99
• Nike Lea Cortez
Reg. 54.99 NOW 35.00
• Reebok Sole Trainer 3000
Reg. 69.99 NOW 59.99
Tennis
• Nike Air Challenge Pro
Low
Reg. 64.99 NOW 40.00
• Tretorn Canvas
Reg. 29.99 NOW 15.00
• Nike Air Tech 3/4
Reg. 99.99 NOW 74.99
• Diadora 650
Reg. 64.99 NOW 40.00
• Reebok Court Victory
Pump
Reg. 119.99 NOW 95.99
Cross Training
• Reebok AXT Pump Mid
Reg. 89.99 NOW 71.99
• Reebok AXT Plus
Reg. 59.99 NOW 47.99
Biking
• Nike Access
Reg. 62.99 NOW 34.00
• Nike Cross Terrain
Reg. 53.99 NOW 30.00
25% OFF
All Winter
Hats and
Gloves
Sizes are limited.
X Country Skis
(skis only)
• Peltonen Express
Reg. 69.99 NOW 30.00
• Peltonen Axent
Reg. 89.99 NOW 40.00
• Pentonen Tour Lite
Reg. 79.99 NOW 55.00
Sporting Goods 
• Frelonic Exercise Mats
Reg. 26.99 NOW 20.00
• Spaulding NBA Indoor/
Outdoor Basketball
Reg. 39.99 NOW 27.99,
• Spaulding Kevin Johnson
Basketball
Reg. 27.99 NOW 9.75
Apparel
• Columbia Ponderosa
Jacket
Reg. 166.99 NOW 125.00
• Columbia Solar Coster
Parka
Reg. 90.99 NOW 68.00
• Columbia Aerial Parka
Reg. 82.99 NOW 62.00
• Woolrich Interchange
Jacket
Reg. 158.99 NOW 96.99
• Woolrich Women's Saddle
Jacket
Reg. 122.99 NOW 85.00
GOLDSMITH'S
HOGAN ROAD, BANGOR, MAINE 947-1168
